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What is an Orbitvu eCommerce plugin?What is an Orbitvu eCommerce plugin?
An eCcommerce pluginAn eCcommerce plugin is a third party application which is installed in an eCommerce shop
platform to extend its functionality.

Orbitvu eCommerce pluginsOrbitvu eCommerce plugins allow to easily display Orbitvu Presentations (360°/3D, Orbitvu 2D
images, *Orbitvu Videos and *ORBITTOURS) in an eCommerce shop. No Html and coding
knowledge are required. They provide a lot of helpful features like:

• integrated lightbox
• zoom magnifier
• mobile ready frontend gallery
• automatic (one click) or manual linking Orbitvu Presentations with products
• displaying both native images and Orbitvu Presentations
• copying Orbitvu 2D images to native eCommerce shop platform images so they are visible

by third party plugins

*Orbitvu Videos and ORBITTOURS are available only in SUN version of a plugin.
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Types of Orbitvu eCommerce pluginsTypes of Orbitvu eCommerce plugins

ORBITVU SUN ECOMMERCE PLUGINORBITVU SUN ECOMMERCE PLUGIN

Integrates Orbitvu Presentations hosted at ORBITVU SUN (https://orbitvu.co) with an
eCommerce shop.

Orbitvu PresentationsOrbitvu Presentations files are hosted at ORBITVU SUN.files are hosted at ORBITVU SUN. They do not occupy server’s spaceThey do not occupy server’s space
where eCommerce shop is installed.where eCommerce shop is installed.

Detailed information:

• Orbitvu Presentations (Orbitvu 2d images, Orbitvu videos, Orbitvu360°/3D presentations
and ORBITTOURS) are hosted at ORBITVU SUN (do not occupy client’s server space,
presentation backups are handled at ORBITVU SUN)

• Requires valid ORBITVU SUN subscription plan
• Always the newest version of ORBITVU VIEWER available for SUN hosted presentations
• Plugins freely available to ORBITVU SUN subscription plans starting from PRO

ORBITVU SELF HOSTED ECOMMERCE PLUGINORBITVU SELF HOSTED ECOMMERCE PLUGIN

Allows to send Orbitvu Presentations directly from ALPHASHOT EDITOR to the eCommerce
shop or upload them via eCommerce shop’s back office.

Orbitvu PresentationsOrbitvu Presentations files are hosted on the server where eCommerce shop is installed.files are hosted on the server where eCommerce shop is installed.

Detailed information:

• Orbitvu Presentations (Orbitvu 2D images, Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations) are hosted at
client’s server.

• Does not require ORBITVU SUN account with bought subscription plan
• Orbitvu Presentations can be sent directly from ALPHASHOT EDITOR to client’s server
• Orbitvu Presentations can be directly uploaded as “.ovus” or ".zip" files from eCommerce

shop’s back office
• No support for ORBITTOUR and Orbitvu videos
• Requires separate ORBITVU VIEWER license or freely available BASIC version of ORBITVU

VIEWER
• Might require a lot of space at client’s server to store Orbitvu Presentations
• Backups of Orbitvu Presentation files are up to client
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Supported eCommerce shop platforms andSupported eCommerce shop platforms and
demo shopsdemo shops

eCommerce platformeCommerce platform SUN versionSUN version SELF HOSTEDSELF HOSTED versionversion

Magento 1.9.x Yes Yes

Magento 2 (>=2.2.0) Yes Yes

Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x Yes Yes

Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1) Yes Yes

WooCommerce Yes Yes

Shopware (>= 5.2.0) Yes Yes

Shopify Yes No

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
supported e-commerce shop platforms. Due to possible modifications via external
plugins, modules, applications and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site,
where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper
operation of a plugin in every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are
supplied as is with a basic support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its
best to fix bugs, provided they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu
provides extra paid support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-
commerce site configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding
paid support. In case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with
your specific configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

 Please note that shop data of below demo shops is reset every 24 hours. Please feel
free to test our plugins.

Magento 1.9.xMagento 1.9.x

SUN PLUGINSUN PLUGIN
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front office: http://magento-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://magento-demo.orbitvu.com/index.php/admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

SELF HOSTED PLUGINSELF HOSTED PLUGIN

front office: http://magento-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://magento-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/index.php/admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

Magento 2 (>=2.2.0)Magento 2 (>=2.2.0)

SUN PLUGINSUN PLUGIN

front office: http://magento2-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://magento2-demo.orbitvu.com/index.php/admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

SELF HOSTED PLUGINSELF HOSTED PLUGIN

front office: http://magento2-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://magento2-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/index.php/admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.xPrestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x

SUN PLUGINSUN PLUGIN

front office: http://presta-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://presta-demo.orbitvu.com/admin3210

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0
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SELF HOSTED PLUGINSELF HOSTED PLUGIN

front office: http://presta-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://presta-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/admin3210

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0

Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1)Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1)

SUN PLUGINSUN PLUGIN

front office: http://presta17-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://presta17-demo.orbitvu.com/admin966udfv9m

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0

SELF HOSTED PLUGINSELF HOSTED PLUGIN

front office: http://presta17-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://presta17-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/admin966udfv9m

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0

WooCommerceWooCommerce

SUN PLUGINSUN PLUGIN

front office: http://woocommerce-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://woocommerce-demo.orbitvu.com/wp-admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

SELF HOSTED PLUGINSELF HOSTED PLUGIN

front office: http://woocommerce-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://woocommerce-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/wp-admin
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username: demo

password: demodemo0

Shopware (>= 5.2.0)Shopware (>= 5.2.0)

SUN PLUGINSUN PLUGIN

front office: http://shopware-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://shopware-demo.orbitvu.com/backend

username: demo

password: demodemo0

SELF HOSTED PLUGINSELF HOSTED PLUGIN

front office: http://shopware-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://shopware-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/backend

username: demo

password: demodemo0

ShopifyShopify

SUN PLUGINSUN PLUGIN

front office: https://shopify-demo.orbitvu.com

back office: https://shopify-demo.orbitvu.com/admin

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0
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Magento 1.9.x Orbitvu SUNMagento 1.9.x Orbitvu SUN
Product TeleportingProduct Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SUN plugin for Magento 1.9.x allows to easily display Orbitvu Presentations in your
shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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• Orbittours

• Orbitvu Videos (Youtube or Vimeo)
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Orbitvu SUN plugin displays both native Magento imagesnative Magento images and Orbitvu presentations itemsOrbitvu presentations items
(Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images, Orbittours, Orbitvu videos). It merges
original images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SUN plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Magento products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's SKU (the manual linking option also available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Magento images so they are visible by third party
plugins

• automatically or manually updating your Orbitvu SUN presentations SKUs
• synchronizing Orbitvu Presentations with Orbitvu SUN

 Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Magento overwrites default frontend product gallery.Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Magento overwrites default frontend product gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Magento 1.9.x.
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-curl

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one MagentoOrbitvu plugins in one Magento
instance.instance.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Magento.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Magento.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

There are 2 ways of installing Orbitvu SUN plugin in your Magento.

Manual upload using ftp managerManual upload using ftp manager

1. Download the .tgz file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .tgz file
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 Note! You may need third party application (7-zip, WinRar) to unpack .tgz file.Note! You may need third party application (7-zip, WinRar) to unpack .tgz file.

 Note! If you get the ".tar" file after first unpacking, please unpack the ".tar" file too.Note! If you get the ".tar" file after first unpacking, please unpack the ".tar" file too.

3. Copy unpacked content into your Magento's root path
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4. Login to your Magento's back office and go to the SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -
> Orbitvu SUN.Orbitvu SUN. If this page gives 404 error, please logout and login again to your Magento's
back office.

Via Magento Connect ManagerVia Magento Connect Manager

1. Download the .tgz file from your ORBITVU SUN account
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2. Log in to your Magento’s back office and go to the SystemSystem ->Magento ConnectMagento Connect -> MagentoMagento
Connect ManagerConnect Manager

3. In section "Direct package file upload" choose newly downloaded .tgz file and click "Upload"
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4. Return to admin and logout and login again to your Magento’s back office
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Connecting plugin with SUN accountConnecting plugin with SUN account
To use the module, you need ORBITVU SUN account and License KeyLicense Key but there are also Demo
licenses available by default (with limited functionality).

If you want to see the presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account, you have to follow below
steps:

1. Login to your ORBITVU SUN account and go to the "My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations". Copy the
license keylicense key.

2. Login to your Magento's back office and go to the Orbitvu SUN plugin configuration page:
"SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN". Paste the license keylicense key and save the
configuration.
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At this point Orbitvu SUN plugin is connected with your Orbitvu SUN account and you are able
to assign (link) the Orbitvu presentations to Magento products.
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Magento productsLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Magento products

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Magento product please login to your Magento's
back office and go to the "Catalog -> Manage ProductsCatalog -> Manage Products".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu SUN". It defines whether the Magento product
has linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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There is a new tab "ORBITVU SUNORBITVU SUN" on product edit page which contains the list of Orbitvu
presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Magento images.presentation) to the native Magento images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Magento images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want to
avoid "no image" on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one image in
native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" tab.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.

If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operations (one click linking andBatch operations (one click linking and
synchroniznig)synchroniznig)

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Magento products within one
click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Magento's product SKUMagento's product SKU and if
they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to the Magento product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

 Tip! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be edited on your SUN account.
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In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -
> Orbitvu SUN"Orbitvu SUN" and scroll down to the bottom of the page to the section "Cron jobsCron jobs".

Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.
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 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
Magento shopMagento shop and number of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN accountnumber of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN account. That is why
please check your "max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

 You may also want to use CLI command to avoid server timeouts. Go to the
"magento_root_path/shell" and type: php -f orbitvusun.php -- linkphp -f orbitvusun.php -- link

After a while, you should receive success info.

Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Magento products. To do this, go to
the "CatalogCatalog -> Manage productsManage products".
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As you can see, above screen shows that Gino Rossi and Kit Maxi 3d presentations have been
automatically linked to the Magento products by SKU match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you make changes on your SUN account for particular Orbitvu presentation
(i.e: SKU change, adding/removing items to/from the Orbitvu presentation), it is necessary to
update linked (assigned)linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu presentation up to date
with SUN).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all linked Orbitvu presentationsall linked Orbitvu presentations
will be updated.
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 You may also want to use CLI command to avoid server timeouts. Go to the
"magento_root_path/shell" and type: php -f orbitvusun.php -- synchphp -f orbitvusun.php -- synch
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Magento's back office in "SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog ->Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN" you can manage
plugin settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

License key License key copied from your Orbitvu SUN
account (My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations) in
order to connect Magento shop with SUN
platform (to display Orbitvu presentations
from your SUN account in a shop).

Note! By default, demo license keydemo license key is
provided with some sample presentations
and limited functionality.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Magento images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please read here
about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Show Orbittours Orbittours are visible in frontend product
gallery page.

Show Orbitvu videos Orbitvu Videos are visible in frontend
product gallery page.

Show Youtube related videos Display related youtube videos at the end.

Automatically update empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN

Automatically updates empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN while linking the Orbitvu presentation to
the Magento product.
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Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Medium image width Defines medium image width.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native Magento
images first or Orbitvu presentations items in
frontend product gallery page.

The replacereplace option allows displaying only
Orbitvu items when presentation is linked
(without native Magento images).

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'
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LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Magento 1.9.x SUN version:Magento 1.9.x SUN version:

front office: http://magento-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://magento-demo.orbitvu.com/index.php/admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Migrating plugin version from 1.0.x to 2.0.x,Migrating plugin version from 1.0.x to 2.0.x,
2.1x2.1x
Upgrade procedure movie:

In order to migrate from old core version, please follow this steps:

1. Create a backup of your store.
2. Disable old module version (1.0.x). DO NOT UNINSTALL/DELETE IT!!
3. Download the newest version (>= 2.0.0) of a module from your ORBITVU SUN account
4. Log in to your Magento's back office and go to "SystemSystem -> Magento Connect ManagerMagento Connect Manager"
5. In section "Direct package file upload" choose newly downloaded .tgz file and click "Upload"

and after uploading return to admin
6. Logout and login again to your Magento's back office if "SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -

> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN" page gives 404 page.
7. Copy the license key from ORBITVU SUN "My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations" into the Magento

plugin (SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN) and save config
8. Go to "CatalogCatalog -> Manage productsManage products -> Edit ProductEdit Product -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN" tab and above tab page

you should see "Migration tool". If all necessary requirements are ok, then click "start
migration".

9. Once migration is finished, please go to the product’s edit page and check if all
presentations are available and properly linked.

10. If everything is fine, you may uninstall and delete old module.
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Updating (plugin version >= 2.0.0)Updating (plugin version >= 2.0.0)
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Download the .tgz file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .tgz file

 Note! You may need third party application (7-zip, WinRar) to unpack .tgz file.Note! You may need third party application (7-zip, WinRar) to unpack .tgz file.

 Note! If you get the ".tar" file after first unpacking, please unpack the ".tar" file too.Note! If you get the ".tar" file after first unpacking, please unpack the ".tar" file too.
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3. Copy unpacked content into your Magento's root path

4. Login to your Magento's back office and go to the SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -
> Orbitvu SUN.Orbitvu SUN. If this page gives 404 error, please logout and login again to your Magento's
back office.
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Known issuesKnown issues
When Magento has the third-party theme which modifies the gallery (overwrites
product.info.mediaproduct.info.media section), it's necessary to replace:

<block type="catalog/product_view_media" name="product.info.media" as="media"
template="catalog/product/view/media.phtml">

with

<block type="catalog/product_view_media" name="product.info.media" as="media"
template="orbitvu_sunn/product/view/gallery.phtml">
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Magento 1.9.x Orbitvu SELFMagento 1.9.x Orbitvu SELF
HOSTED Product TeleportingHOSTED Product Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Magento 1.9.x allows to easily display Orbitvu Presentations in
your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin displays both native Magento imagesnative Magento images and Orbitvu presentationsOrbitvu presentations
itemsitems (Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images). It merges original images and
Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Magento products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's SKU (the manual linking option also available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Magento images so they are visible by third party
plugins

 Note! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Magento overwrites default frontend productNote! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Magento overwrites default frontend product
gallery.gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Magento 1.9.x.
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-curl, php-zip

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one MagentoOrbitvu plugins in one Magento
instance.instance.

 Please make sure that your max_file_sizemax_file_size and post_max_sizepost_max_size variables in php.ini file are
big enough to upload presentations.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Magento.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Magento.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

There are 2 ways of installing Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin in your Magento.

Manual upload using ftp managerManual upload using ftp manager

1. Download (buy) the .tgz file from your ORBITVU SUN account ("My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations ->
Self Hosted pluginSelf Hosted plugin").
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2. Unpack the .tgz file

 Note! You may need third party application (7-zip, WinRar) to unpack .tgz file.Note! You may need third party application (7-zip, WinRar) to unpack .tgz file.

 Note! If you get the ".tar" file after first unpacking, please unpack the ".tar" file too.Note! If you get the ".tar" file after first unpacking, please unpack the ".tar" file too.

3. Copy unpacked content into your Magento's root path
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4. Login to your Magento's back office and go to the SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -
> Orbitvu Self Hosted.Orbitvu Self Hosted. If this page gives 404 error, please logout and login again to your
Magento's back office.

Via Magento Connect ManagerVia Magento Connect Manager

1. Download (buy) the .tgz file from your ORBITVU SUN account ("My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations ->
Self Hosted pluginSelf Hosted plugin").
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2. Log in to your Magento’s back office and go to the SystemSystem ->Magento ConnectMagento Connect -> MagentoMagento
Connect ManagerConnect Manager

3. In section "Direct package file upload" choose newly downloaded .tgz file and click "Upload"
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4. Return to admin and logout and login again to your Magento’s back office
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations to the shopUploading Orbitvu presentations to the shop

Sending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to theSending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shopshop

In order to directly upload Orbitvu presentations you have to copy the "Remote upload url"
from plugin configuration page to the Alphashot Editor.

Open Magento's back office and go to the "SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -> Orbitvu SelfOrbitvu Self
HostedHosted". Copy the "Remote upload urlRemote upload url".

Open your Alphashot Editor and go to the "Edit -> PreferencesEdit -> Preferences" and in the "Project MangerProject Manger"
section mark "E-commerce siteE-commerce site". Paste the "Remote upload url" and click "Ok". At this point, you
are able to send Orbitvu presentations directly to your shop.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations via back officeUploading Orbitvu presentations via back office

There is also possibility to upload Orbitvu presentations without Alphashot Editor. You need to
have ".ovus" file (compressed Orbitvu presetation file).
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Login to your back office and go to the "CatalogCatalog -> Manage productsManage products". Next click on the "Edit"
button of any product.

Click on the "Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted" tab and at the top you will find a section where you can
upload Orbitvu presentations.

Click "Choose filesChoose files" and attach chosen Orbitvu presentation (".ovus" file).
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Magento productsLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Magento products

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Magento product please login to your Magento's
back office and go to the "Catalog -> Manage ProductsCatalog -> Manage Products".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu". It defines whether the Magento product has
linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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There is a new tab "ORBITVU Self HostedORBITVU Self Hosted" on product edit page which contains the list of
Orbitvu presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Magento images.presentation) to the native Magento images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Magento images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want to
avoid "no image" on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one image in
native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" tab.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.

If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operations (one click linking andBatch operations (one click linking and
synchroniznig)synchroniznig)

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Magento products within one
click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Magento's product SKUMagento's product SKU and if
they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to the Magento product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -
> Orbitvu Self Hosted"Orbitvu Self Hosted" and scroll down to the bottom of the page to the section "Cron jobsCron jobs".
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Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
Magento shopMagento shop and number of Orbitvu presentationsnumber of Orbitvu presentations. That is why please check your
"max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

 You may also want to use CLI command to avoid server timeouts. Go to the
"magento_root_path/shell" and type: php -f orbitvusun.php -- linkphp -f orbitvusun.php -- link
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After a while, you should receive success info.

Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Magento products. To do this, go to
the "CatalogCatalog -> Manage productsManage products".
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As you can see, above screen shows that Gino Rossi and Kit Maxi 3d presentations have been
automatically linked to the Magento products by SKU match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you manually modify Orbitvu presentation files on a serever (i.e: SKU change
in "content.xml" file), it is necessary to update Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu
presentation up to date with server files).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all Orbitvu presentations will be
updated.
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 You may also want to use CLI command to avoid server timeouts. Go to the
"magento_root_path/shell" and type: php -f orbitvusun.php -- synchphp -f orbitvusun.php -- synch
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Magento's back office in "SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted" you can
manage plugin settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Remote upload url Url which allows copying Orbitvu
presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shop.

Note! You should copy this url to your
Alphashot Editor to the "Edit -> Preferences -
> Project Manager -> E-commerce site".

Automatic linking [since 2.1.3] Automatically link Orbitvu presentation to
the product by SKU while uploading it from
Alphashot Editor or via back office.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Magento images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Add new Viewer Version Upload new Orbitvu Viewer version.

Viewer version Defines the Orbitvu Viewer version used in
front gallery.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native Magento
images first or Orbitvu presentations items in
frontend product gallery page.

The replacereplace option allows displaying only
Orbitvu items when presentation is linked
(without native Magento images).

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.
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Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Magento 1.9.x SELF HOSTED version:Magento 1.9.x SELF HOSTED version:

front office: http://magento-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://magento-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/index.php/admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Migrating plugin version from 1.0.x, 1.1.x toMigrating plugin version from 1.0.x, 1.1.x to
2.0.x, 2.1.x2.0.x, 2.1.x
Upgrade procedure movie:

In order to migrate from old core version, please follow this steps:

1. Create a backup of your store.
2. Disable old module version (1.0.x, 1.1.x). DO NOT UNINSTALL/DELETE IT!!
3. Download the newest version (>= 2.0.0) of a module from your ORBITVU SUN account
4. Log in to your Magento’s back office and go to SystemSystem -> Magento Connect ManagerMagento Connect Manager
5. In section "Direct package file upload" choose newly downloaded .tgz file and click "Upload"

and after uploading return to admin
6. Logout and login again to your Magento’s back office if SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog ->

Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted page gives 404 page.
7. Go to CatalogCatalog -> Manage productsManage products -> Edit ProductEdit Product -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted tab and above tab

page, you should see "Migration tool". If all necessary requirements are ok, then click "start
migration".

8. Once migration is finished, please go to the product’s edit page and check if all
presentations are available and properly linked.

9. If everything is fine, you may uninstall and delete old module. DO NOT DELETE
"_orbitvu_presentations" folder from your Magento’s root path, the new module uses the
same path for presentation as the old one.
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Updating (plugin version >= 2.0.0)Updating (plugin version >= 2.0.0)
1. Download (buy) the .tgz file from your ORBITVU SUN account ("My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations ->
Self Hosted pluginSelf Hosted plugin").

2. Unpack the .tgz file

 Note! You may need third party application (7-zip, WinRar) to unpack .tgz file.Note! You may need third party application (7-zip, WinRar) to unpack .tgz file.

 Note! If you get the ".tar" file after first unpacking, please unpack the ".tar" file too.Note! If you get the ".tar" file after first unpacking, please unpack the ".tar" file too.
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3. Copy (overwrite) unpacked content into your Magento's root path

4. Login to your Magento's back office and go to the SystemSystem -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> CatalogCatalog -
> Orbitvu Self Hosted.Orbitvu Self Hosted. If this page gives 404 error, please logout and login again to your
Magento's back office.
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Known issuesKnown issues
When Magento has the third-party theme which modifies the gallery (overwrites
product.info.mediaproduct.info.media section), it's necessary to replace:

<block type="catalog/product_view_media" name="product.info.media" as="media"
template="catalog/product/view/media.phtml">

with

<block type="catalog/product_view_media" name="product.info.media" as="media"
template="orbitvu_selfhostedn/product/view/gallery.phtml">
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Magento 2 Orbitvu SUNMagento 2 Orbitvu SUN
Product TeleportingProduct Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SUN plugin for Magento >= 2.2 allows to easily display Orbitvu Presentations in your
shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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• Orbittours

• Orbitvu Videos (Youtube or Vimeo)
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Orbitvu SUN plugin displays both native Magento imagesnative Magento images and Orbitvu presentations itemsOrbitvu presentations items
(Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images, Orbittours, Orbitvu videos). It merges
original images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SUN plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Magento products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's SKU (the manual linking option also available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Magento images so they are visible by third party
plugins

• automatically or manually updating your Orbitvu SUN presentations SKUs
• synchronizing Orbitvu Presentations with Orbitvu SUN

 Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Magento overwrites default frontend product gallery.Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Magento overwrites default frontend product gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Magento 2.2.x or higher.
• Min PHP 7.0.x
• Extensions required: php-curl
• Access to the server command line shell

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one MagentoOrbitvu plugins in one Magento
instance.instance.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Magento.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Magento.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

Manual upload using ftp managerManual upload using ftp manager

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .zip file
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3. Copy unpacked content into your Magento's root path

4. Open server bash shell and go to the Magento's root path. Run the command:

php bin/magento setup:upgrade
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This command checks all of the modules and launches schema installation or updating process
(if necessary).

 You may want to clear the Magento's cache after installing the plugin.
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Connecting plugin with SUN accountConnecting plugin with SUN account
To use the module, you need ORBITVU SUN account and License KeyLicense Key but there are also Demo
licenses available by default (with limited functionality).

If you want to see the presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account, you have to follow below
steps:

1. Login to your ORBITVU SUN account and go to the "My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations". Copy the
license keylicense key.

2. Login to your Magento's back office and go to the Orbitvu SUN plugin configuration page:
"StoresStores -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN". Paste the license keylicense key and save the configuration.
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At this point Orbitvu SUN plugin is connected with your Orbitvu SUN account and you are able
to assign (link) the Orbitvu presentations to Magento products.
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Magento productsLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Magento products

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Magento product please login to your Magento's
back office and go to the "Catalog -> ProductsCatalog -> Products".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu SUN". It defines whether the Magento product
has linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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When you scroll down, there is a new tab "ORBITVU SUNORBITVU SUN" on product edit page which contains
the list of Orbitvu presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Magento images.presentation) to the native Magento images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Magento images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want to
avoid "no image" on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one image in
native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" tab.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.

If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operations (one click linking andBatch operations (one click linking and
synchroniznig)synchroniznig)

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Magento products within one
click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Magento's product SKUMagento's product SKU and if
they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to the Magento product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

 Tip! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be edited on your SUN account.
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In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "StoresStores -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> OrbitvuOrbitvu
SUN -> Cron jobs"SUN -> Cron jobs".

Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations ("Catalog -> ProductsCatalog -> Products").
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Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
Magento shopMagento shop and number of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN accountnumber of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN account. That is why
please check your "max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

 You may also want to use CLI command to avoid server timeouts. Go to the
"magento_root_path" and type: php bin/magento orbitvu:start --type=linkphp bin/magento orbitvu:start --type=link
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After a while, you should receive success info.

Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Magento products. To do this, go to
the "CatalogCatalog -> Manage productsManage products".
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As you can see, above screen shows that Gino Rossi, Kit Maxi 3d and Samsung Gear Fit
presentations have been automatically linked to the Magento products by SKU match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you make changes on your SUN account for particular Orbitvu presentation
(i.e: SKU change, adding/removing items to/from the Orbitvu presentation), it is necessary to
update linked (assigned)linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu presentation up to date
with SUN).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all linked Orbitvu presentationsall linked Orbitvu presentations
will be updated.
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 You may also want to use CLI command to avoid server timeouts. Go to the
"magento_root_path" and type: php bin/magento orbitvu:start --type=synchphp bin/magento orbitvu:start --type=synch
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Magento's back office in "StoresStores -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN" you can manage plugin
settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

License key License key copied from your Orbitvu SUN
account (My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations) in
order to connect Magento shop with SUN
platform (to display Orbitvu presentations
from your SUN account in a shop).

Note! By default, demo license keydemo license key is
provided with some sample presentations
and limited functionality.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Magento images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Show Orbittours Orbittours are visible in frontend product
gallery page.

Show Orbitvu videos Orbitvu Videos are visible in frontend
product gallery page.

Show Youtube related videos Display related youtube videos at the end.

Automatically update empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN

Automatically updates empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN while linking the Orbitvu presentation to
the Magento product.
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Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Medium image width Defines medium image width.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native Magento
images first or Orbitvu presentations items in
frontend product gallery page.

The replacereplace option allows displaying only
Orbitvu items when presentation is linked
(without native Magento images).

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'
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LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Magento 2.2.x SUN version:Magento 2.2.x SUN version:

front office: http://magento2-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://magento2-demo.orbitvu.com/index.php/admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Updating pluginUpdating plugin
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .zip file
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3. Copy unpacked content into your Magento's root path

4. Open server bash shell and go to the Magento's root path. Run the command:

php bin/magento setup:upgrade
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This command checks all of the modules and launches schema updating process.

 You may need to clear the Magento's cache after updating the plugin.
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Magento 2 Orbitvu SELFMagento 2 Orbitvu SELF
HOSTED Product TeleportingHOSTED Product Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Magento >= 2.2 allows to easily display Orbitvu Presentations
in your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin displays both native Magento images (or videos)native Magento images (or videos) and OrbitvuOrbitvu
presentations itemspresentations items (Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images). It merges original
images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Magento products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's SKU (the manual linking option also available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Magento images so they are visible by third party
plugins

 Note! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Magento overwrites default frontend productNote! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Magento overwrites default frontend product
gallery.gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Magento 2.2.x or higher.
• Min PHP 7.0.x
• Extensions required: php-curl, php-zip
• Access to the server command line shell

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one MagentoOrbitvu plugins in one Magento
instance.instance.

 Please make sure that your max_file_sizemax_file_size and post_max_sizepost_max_size variables in php.ini file are
big enough to upload presentations.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Magento.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Magento.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

Manual upload using ftp managerManual upload using ftp manager

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .zip file
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3. Copy unpacked content into your Magento's root path

4. Open server bash shell and go to the Magento's root path. Run the command:

php bin/magento setup:upgrade
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This command checks all of the modules and launches schema installation or updating process
(if necessary).

 You may need to clear the Magento's cache after installing the plugin.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations to the shopUploading Orbitvu presentations to the shop

Sending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to theSending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shopshop

In order to directly upload Orbitvu presentations you have to copy the "Remote upload url"
from plugin configuration page to the Alphashot Editor.

Open Magento's back office and go to the "StoresStores-> ConfigurationConfiguration -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted". Copy
the "Remote upload urlRemote upload url".

Open your Alphashot Editor and go to the "Edit -> PreferencesEdit -> Preferences" and in the "Project MangerProject Manger"
section mark "E-commerce siteE-commerce site". Paste the "Remote upload url" and click "Ok". At this point, you
are able to send Orbitvu presentations directly to your shop.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations via back officeUploading Orbitvu presentations via back office

There is also possibility to upload Orbitvu presentations without Alphashot Editor. You need to
have ".ovus" file (compressed Orbitvu presetation file).
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Login to your back office and go to the "CatalogCatalog -> ProductsProducts". Next click on the "Edit" button of
any product.

Click on the "Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted" tab and at the top you will find a section where you can
upload Orbitvu presentations.

Click "Choose filesChoose files" and attach chosen Orbitvu presentation (".ovus" file).
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Magento productsLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Magento products

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Magento product please login to your Magento's
back office and go to the "Catalog -> ProductsCatalog -> Products".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu SELF HOSTED". It defines whether the Magento
product has linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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When you scroll down, there is a new tab "ORBITVU SELF HOSTEDORBITVU SELF HOSTED" on product edit page which
contains the list of the uploaded Orbitvu presentations.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Magento images.presentation) to the native Magento images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Magento images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want to
avoid "no image" on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one image in
native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SELF HOSTED tab and when the operation is finished and
you refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" tab.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.

If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operations (one click linking andBatch operations (one click linking and
synchroniznig)synchroniznig)

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Magento products within one
click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Magento's product SKUMagento's product SKU and if
they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to the Magento product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "StoresStores -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> Orbitvu SelfOrbitvu Self
Hosted"Hosted" and scroll down to the bottom of the page to the section "Cron jobsCron jobs".
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Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.
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 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
Magento shopMagento shop and number of Orbitvu presentationsnumber of Orbitvu presentations. That is why please check your
"max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

 You may also want to use CLI command to avoid server timeouts. Go to the
"magento_root_path" and type: php bin/magento orbitvu:start --type=linkphp bin/magento orbitvu:start --type=link

After a while, you should receive success info.

Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Magento products. To do this, go to
the "CatalogCatalog -> ProductsProducts".
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As you can see, above screen shows that Samsung Gear Fit and Kit Maxi 3d presentations have
been automatically linked to the Magento products by SKU match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you manually modify Orbitvu presentation files on a serever (i.e: SKU change
in "content.xml" file), it is necessary to update Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu
presentation up to date with server files).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all Orbitvu presentations will be
updated.
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 You may also want to use CLI command to avoid server timeouts. Go to the
"magento_root_path" and type: php bin/magento orbitvu:start --type=synchphp bin/magento orbitvu:start --type=synch
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Magento's back office in "StoresStores -> ConfigurationConfiguration -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted" you can manage
plugin settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Remote upload url Url which allows copying Orbitvu
presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shop.

Note! You should copy this url to your
Alphashot Editor to the "Edit -> Preferences -
> Project Manager -> E-commerce site".

Automatic linking Automatically link Orbitvu presentation to
the product by SKU while uploading it from
Alphashot Editor or via back office.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Magento images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Add new Viewer Version Upload new Orbitvu Viewer version.

Viewer version Defines the Orbitvu Viewer version used in
front gallery.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native Magento
images first or Orbitvu presentations items in
frontend product gallery page.

The replacereplace option allows displaying only
Orbitvu items when presentation is linked
(without native Magento images).

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.
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Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Magento 2.2.x SELF HOSTED version:Magento 2.2.x SELF HOSTED version:

front office: http://magento2-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/

back office: http://magento2-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/index.php/admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Updating pluginUpdating plugin
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .zip file
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3. Copy unpacked content into your Magento's root path

4. Open server bash shell and go to the Magento's root path. Run the command:

php bin/magento setup:upgrade
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This command checks all of the modules and launches schema updating process.

 After updating the plugin you may need to clear the Magento's cache.
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Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x OrbitvuPrestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x Orbitvu
SUN Product TeleportingSUN Product Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SUN plugin for Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x allows to easily display Orbitvu Presentations in
your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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• Orbittours

• Orbitvu Videos (Youtube or Vimeo)
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Orbitvu SUN plugin displays both native Prestashop imagesnative Prestashop images and Orbitvu presentations itemsOrbitvu presentations items
(Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images, Orbittours, Orbitvu videos). It merges
original images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SUN plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Prestashop products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's SKU (the manual linking option also available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Prestashop images so they are visible by third-party
plugins

• automatically or manually updating your Orbitvu SUN presentations SKUs
• synchronizing Orbitvu Presentations with Orbitvu SUN

 Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Prestashop overwrites default frontend product gallery.Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Prestashop overwrites default frontend product gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x
• Min PHP 5.3.x
• Extensions required: php-curl

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one PrestashopOrbitvu plugins in one Prestashop
instance.instance.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Prestashop. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Prestashop. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

There are 2 ways of installing Orbitvu SUN plugin in your Prestashop.

Manual upload using ftp managerManual upload using ftp manager

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .zip file
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3. Copy unpacked content into Prestashop's modules folder: "presta_path/modulespresta_path/modules"

4. Login to your Prestashops's back office and go to the Modules.Modules. Search for the "Orbitvu SUN"
plugin, install and activate it.
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Upload via Prestashop's back officeUpload via Prestashop's back office

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Log in to your Prestashops’s back office and go to the Modules.Modules. Click "Add new module"
which is placed in the top right corner.
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3. In section "Add new module" choose newly downloaded .zip file and click "Upload this
module".

4. After successful uploading, the module will appear on a list. Click install and then activate the
plugin.
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Connecting plugin with SUN accountConnecting plugin with SUN account
To use the module, you need ORBITVU SUN account and License KeyLicense Key but there are also Demo
licenses available by default (with limited functionality).

If you want to see the presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account, you have to follow below
steps:

1. Login to your ORBITVU SUN account and go to the "My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations". Copy the
license keylicense key.

2. Login to your Prestashop's back office and go to the Orbitvu SUN plugin configuration page:
"ModulesModules -> Orbitvu SUN -> ConfigureOrbitvu SUN -> Configure". Paste the license keylicense key and save the configuration.
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At this point Orbitvu SUN plugin is connected with your Orbitvu SUN account and you are able
to assign (link) the Orbitvu presentations to Prestashop products.
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to PrestashopLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Prestashop
productsproducts

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Prestashop product please login to your
Prestashop's back office and go to the "Catalog -> ProductsCatalog -> Products".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu SUN". It defines whether the Prestashop
product has linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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There is a new tab "ORBITVU SUNORBITVU SUN" on product edit page which contains the list of Orbitvu
presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Prestashop images.presentation) to the native Prestashop images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Prestashop images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want
to avoid "no image" effect on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one
image in native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" tab.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.

If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operationsBatch operations

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Prestashop products within
one click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Prestashop's productPrestashop's product
referencereference field and if they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to
the Prestashop product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

 Tip! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be edited on your SUN account.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "ModulesModules -> Orbitvu SUN -> Configure"Orbitvu SUN -> Configure"
and scroll down to the bottom of the page to the section "Cron jobsCron jobs".
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Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
PrestashopPrestashop and number of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN accountnumber of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN account. That is why
please check your "max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.
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After a while, you should receive success info.

Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Prestashop products. To do this, go
to the "CatalogCatalog -> ProductsProducts".
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As you can see, above screen shows that Samsung Gear Fit and 3D Lego Car presentations have
been automatically linked to the Prestashop products by SKU and product's reference code
match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you make changes on your SUN account for particular Orbitvu presentation
(i.e: SKU change, adding/removing items to/from the Orbitvu presentation), it is necessary to
update linked (assigned)linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu presentation up to date
with SUN).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all linked Orbitvu presentationsall linked Orbitvu presentations
will be updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Prestashop's back office in "ModulesModules ->Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN -> ConfigureConfigure" you can manage plugin
settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

License key License key copied from your Orbitvu SUN
account (My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations) in
order to connect Prestashop with SUN
platform (to display Orbitvu presentations
from your SUN account in a shop).

Note! By default, demo license keydemo license key is
provided with some sample presentations
and limited functionality.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Prestashop images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Show Orbittours Orbittours are visible in frontend product
gallery page.

Show Orbitvu videos Orbitvu Videos are visible in frontend
product gallery page.

Show Youtube related videos Display related youtube videos at the end.

Automatically update empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN

Automatically updates empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN while linking the Orbitvu presentation to
the Prestashop product.
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Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position Append,Append, prepend or replaceprepend or replace OrbtvuOrbtvu
presentation itemspresentation items in frontend product
gallery page (to the begin or end of gallery
thumbnail list). The replace option allows
displaying only Orbitvu items when
presentation is linked.

It defines whether to display native
Prestashop images first or Orbitvu
presentations items in frontend product
gallery page.

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x SUN version:Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x SUN version:

front office: http://presta-demo.orbitvu.com

back office: http://presta-demo.orbitvu.com/admin3210

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Migrating plugin version from 1.0.x to 2.0.x,Migrating plugin version from 1.0.x to 2.0.x,
2.1x2.1x
Upgrade procedure movie:

In order to migrate from old core version, please follow this steps:

1. Create a backup of your store.
2. Disable old module version (1.0.x). DO NOT UNINSTALL/DELETE IT!!
3. Download the newest version (>= 2.0.0) of a module from your ORBITVU SUN account
4. ModulesModules -> Add a new moduleAdd a new module -> choose downloaded new module file and upload it.
5. In file PrestashopPath/override/controllers/admin/AdminProductsController.phpPrestashopPath/override/controllers/admin/AdminProductsController.php delete

constructor method (“__construct()”) with its body.
6. Install new module and go to its configuration page.
7. Copy the license key from ORBITVU SUN My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations tab into the Prestashop

plugin (ModulesModules -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN -> ConfigureConfigure -> License keyLicense key).
8. Above module configuration page you should see “Migration tool”. If all necessary

requirements are ok, then click “start migration”.
9. Once migration is finished, please go to the product’s edit page and check if all

presentations are available and properly linked.
10. If everything is fine, you may uninstall and delete old module.
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Updating (plugin version >= 2.0.0)Updating (plugin version >= 2.0.0)
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Deactivate current version of a module.

2. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

3. Unpack the .zip file
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4. Copy unpacked content into Prestashop's modules folder: "presta_path/modulespresta_path/modules"

4. Login to your Prestashops's back office and go to the Modules.Modules. Search for the "Orbitvu SUN"
plugin and activateactivate it (all update tasks will be automatically performed in the background
during activation).
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Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x OrbitvuPrestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x Orbitvu
SELF HOSTED ProductSELF HOSTED Product
TeleportingTeleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x allows to easily display Orbitvu
Presentations in your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery
to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin displays both native Prestashop imagesnative Prestashop images and Orbitvu presentationsOrbitvu presentations
itemsitems (Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images). It merges original images and
Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Prestashop products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's reference code (the manual linking option also
available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Prestashop images so they are visible by third-party
plugins

 Note! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Prestashop overwrites default frontend productNote! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Prestashop overwrites default frontend product
gallery.gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x.
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-curl, php-zip

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one PrestashopOrbitvu plugins in one Prestashop
instance.instance.

 Please make sure that your max_file_sizemax_file_size and post_max_sizepost_max_size variables in php.ini file are
big enough to upload presentations.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Prestashop. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Prestashop. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

There are 2 ways of installing Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin in your Prestashop.

Manual upload using ftp managerManual upload using ftp manager

1. Download (buy) the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account ("My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations ->
Self Hosted pluginSelf Hosted plugin").
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2. Unpack the .zip file

3. Copy unpacked content into your Prestashop's module path "presta_path/modulespresta_path/modules".

4. Login to your Prestashops's back office and go to the Modules.Modules. Search for the "Orbitvu SUN"
plugin, install and activate it.
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Upload via Prestashop's back officeUpload via Prestashop's back office

1. Download (buy) the .tgz file from your ORBITVU SUN account ("My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations ->
Self Hosted pluginSelf Hosted plugin").

2. Log in to your Prestashops’s back office and go to the Modules.Modules. Click "Add new module"
which is placed in the top right corner.

3. In section "Add a new module" choose newly downloaded .zip file and click "Upload this
module"
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4. After successful uploading, the module will appear on a list. Click install and then activate the
plugin.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations to the shopUploading Orbitvu presentations to the shop

Sending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to theSending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shopshop

In order to directly upload Orbitvu presentations you have to copy the "Remote upload url"
from plugin configuration page to the Alphashot Editor.

Open Prestashop's back office and go to the "ModulesModules -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted -> ConfigureConfigure".
Copy the "Remote upload urlRemote upload url".

Open your Alphashot Editor and go to the "Edit -> PreferencesEdit -> Preferences" and in the "Project MangerProject Manger"
section mark "E-commerce siteE-commerce site". Paste the "Remote upload url" and click "Ok". At this point, you
are able to send Orbitvu presentations directly to your shop.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations via back officeUploading Orbitvu presentations via back office

There is also possibility to upload Orbitvu presentations without Alphashot Editor. You need to
have ".ovus" file (compressed Orbitvu presetation file).
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Login to your back office and go to the "CatalogCatalog -> ProductsProducts". Next click on the "Edit" button of
any product.

Click on the "Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted" tab and at the top you will find a section where you can
upload Orbitvu presentations.

Click "Choose filesChoose files" and attach chosen Orbitvu presentation (".ovus" file).
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to PrestashopLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Prestashop
productsproducts

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Prestashop product please login to your
Prestashops's back office and go to the "Catalog -> ProductsCatalog -> Products".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu". It defines whether the Prestashop product
has linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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There is a new tab "ORBITVU Self HostedORBITVU Self Hosted" on product edit page which contains the list of
uploaded Orbitvu presentations.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.

After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.
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They automatically appear also in frontend product page.

Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Prestashop images.presentation) to the native Prestashop images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Prestashop images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want
to avoid "no image" effect on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one
image in native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" tab.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.
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If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operations (one click linking andBatch operations (one click linking and
synchroniznig)synchroniznig)

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Prestashop products within
one click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Prestashop's productPrestashop's product
reference codereference code and if they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to
the Prestashop product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "ModulesModules ->Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted ->
Configure"Configure" and scroll down to the bottom of the page to the section "Cron jobsCron jobs".

Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.
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Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
PrestashopPrestashop and number of Orbitvu presentationsnumber of Orbitvu presentations. That is why please check your
"max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

After a while, you should receive success info.

Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Prestashop products. To do this, go
to the "CatalogCatalog -> ProductsProducts".
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As you can see, above screen shows that Samsung Gear Fit and Gino Rossi bag presentations
have been automatically linked to the Prestashop products by SKU and reference code match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you manually modify Orbitvu presentation files on a serever (i.e: SKU change
in "content.xml" file), it is necessary to update Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu
presentation up to date with server files).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all Orbitvu presentations will be
updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Prestashop's back office in "ModulesModules -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted -> ConfigureConfigure" you can manage
plugin settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Remote upload url Url which allows copying Orbitvu
presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shop.

Note! You should copy this url to your
Alphashot Editor to the "Edit -> Preferences -
> Project Manager -> E-commerce site".

Automatic linking [since 2.1.1] Automatically link Orbitvu presentation to
the product by SKU while uploading it from
Alphashot Editor or via back office.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Prestashop images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Add new Viewer Version Upload new Orbitvu Viewer version.

Viewer version Defines the Orbitvu Viewer version used in
front gallery.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position Append,Append, prepend or replaceprepend or replace OrbtvuOrbtvu
presentation itemspresentation items in frontend product
gallery page (to the begin or end of gallery
thumbnail list). The replace option allows
displaying only Orbitvu items when
presentation is linked.

It defines whether to display native
Prestashop images first or Orbitvu
presentations items in frontend product
gallery page.

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Prestashop 1.9.x SELF HOSTED version:Prestashop 1.9.x SELF HOSTED version:

front office: http://presta-demo-sh.orbitvu.com

back office: http://presta-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/admin3210

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Migrating plugin version from 1.0.x, 1.1.x, 1.2.xMigrating plugin version from 1.0.x, 1.1.x, 1.2.x
to 2.0.x, 2.1.xto 2.0.x, 2.1.x
Upgrade procedure movie:

In order to migrate from old core version, please follow this steps:

1. Create a backup of your store.
2. Disable old module version (1.0.x, 1.1.x, 1.2.x). DO NOT UNINSTALL/DELETE IT!!
3. Download the newest version (>= 2.0.0) of a module from your ORBITVU SUN account
4. ModulesModules -> Add a new moduleAdd a new module -> choose downloaded new module file and upload it.
5. In file PrestashopPath/override/controllers/admin/AdminProductsController.phpPrestashopPath/override/controllers/admin/AdminProductsController.php delete

constructor method (“__construct()”) with its body.
6. Install new module and go to its configuration page.
7. Above module configuration page you should see “Migration tool”. If all necessary

requirements are ok, then click “start migration”.
8. Once migration is finished, please go to the product’s edit page and check if all

presentations are available and properly linked.
9. If everything is fine, you may uninstall and delete old module.
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Updating (>=2.0.0)Updating (>=2.0.0)
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Deactivate current version of a module.

2. Download (buy) the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account ("My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations ->
Self Hosted pluginSelf Hosted plugin").

3. Unpack the .zip file
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3. Copy unpacked content into your Prestashop's module path "presta_path/modulespresta_path/modules".

4. Login to your Prestashops's back office and go to the Modules.Modules. Search for the "Orbitvu SUN"
plugin and activateactivate it (all update tasks will be automatically performed in the background
during activation).
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Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1)Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1)
Orbitvu SUN ProductOrbitvu SUN Product
TeleportingTeleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SUN plugin for Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1) allows to easily display Orbitvu Presentations
in your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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• Orbittours

• Orbitvu Videos (Youtube or Vimeo)
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Orbitvu SUN plugin displays both native Prestashop imagesnative Prestashop images and Orbitvu presentations itemsOrbitvu presentations items
(Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images, Orbittours, Orbitvu videos). It merges
original images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SUN plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Prestashop products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's reference code (the manual linking option also
available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Prestashop images so they are visible by third party
plugins

• automatically or manually updating your Orbitvu SUN presentations SKUs
• synchronizing Orbitvu Presentations with Orbitvu SUN

 Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Prestashop overwrites default frontend product gallery.Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Prestashop overwrites default frontend product gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Prestashop store >= 1.7.1
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-curl

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one PrestashopOrbitvu plugins in one Prestashop
instance.instance.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Prestashop. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Prestashop. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

In order to install the Orbitvu plugin for Prestashop, please follow below steps:

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Go to the Prestashop’s Admin Panel "Modules"Modules -> Upload new moduleUpload new module". Select downloaded
zip file from the first step and upload it.
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3. After successful uploading, the module will install automatically.
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Connecting plugin with SUN accountConnecting plugin with SUN account
To use the module, you need ORBITVU SUN account and License KeyLicense Key but there are also Demo
licenses available by default (with limited functionality).

If you want to see the presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account, you have to follow below
steps:

1. Login to your ORBITVU SUN account and go to the "My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations". Copy the
license keylicense key.

2. Login to your Prestashop's back office and go to the Orbitvu SUN plugin configuration page:
"ModulesModules -> Installed modulesInstalled modules ->Orbitvu SUN -> ConfigureOrbitvu SUN -> Configure". Paste the license keylicense key and save the
configuration.
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At this point Orbitvu SUN plugin is connected with your Orbitvu SUN account and you are able
to assign (link) the Orbitvu presentations to Prestashop products.
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to PrestashopLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Prestashop
productsproducts

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Prestashop product please login to your
Prestashop's back office and go to the "Catalog -> ProductsCatalog -> Products".

On products list the "Image" column is modified. It defines whether the Prestashop product has
linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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Go to the "ModulesModules" tab and in "ORBITVU SUNORBITVU SUN" plugin click "ConfigureConfigure".

This view contains the list of Orbitvu presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account.
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Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.

After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.
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They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".

Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Prestashop images.presentation) to the native Prestashop images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Prestashop images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want
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to avoid "no image" effect on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one
image in native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" section and "no image" effect on frontend products
list.

To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" section.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.
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If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operationsBatch operations

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Prestashop products within
one click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Prestashop's productPrestashop's product
referencereference field and if they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to
the Prestashop product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

 Tip! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be edited on your SUN account.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "ModulesModules -> Installed modulesInstalled modules ->
Orbitvu SUN -> Configure"Orbitvu SUN -> Configure" and scroll down to the bottom of the page to the section "Cron jobsCron jobs".
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Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
PrestashopPrestashop and number of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN accountnumber of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN account. That is why
please check your "max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

After a while, you should receive success info.
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Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Prestashop products. To do this, go
to the "CatalogCatalog -> ProductsProducts".

As you can see, above screen shows that Samsung Gear Fit and KIT MAXI 3D presentations have
been automatically linked to the Prestashop products by SKU and product's reference code
match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.
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Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you make changes on your SUN account for particular Orbitvu presentation
(i.e: SKU change, adding/removing items to/from the Orbitvu presentation), it is necessary to
update linked (assigned)linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu presentation up to date
with SUN).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all linked Orbitvu presentationsall linked Orbitvu presentations
will be updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Prestashop's back office in "ModulesModules -> Installed modulesInstalled modules -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN -> ConfigureConfigure" you
can manage plugin settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper
option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

License key License key copied from your Orbitvu SUN
account (My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations) in
order to connect Prestashop with SUN
platform (to display Orbitvu presentations
from your SUN account in a shop).

Note! By default, demo license keydemo license key is
provided with some sample presentations
and limited functionality.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Prestashop images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Show Orbittours Orbittours are visible in frontend product
gallery page.

Show Orbitvu videos Orbitvu Videos are visible in frontend
product gallery page.

Show Youtube related videos Display related youtube videos at the end.

Automatically update empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN

Automatically updates empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN while linking the Orbitvu presentation to
the Prestashop product.
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Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position Append,Append, prepend or replaceprepend or replace OrbtvuOrbtvu
presentation itemspresentation items in frontend product
gallery page (to the begin or end of gallery
thumbnail list). The replace option allows
displaying only Orbitvu items when
presentation is linked.

It defines whether to display native
Prestashop images first or Orbitvu
presentations items in frontend product
gallery page.

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1) SUN version:Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1) SUN version:

front office: http://presta17-demo.orbitvu.com

back office: http://presta17-demo.orbitvu.com/admin966udfv9m

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Migrating plugin from Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x toMigrating plugin from Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x to
1.7.1 or higher1.7.1 or higher
There are two different paths of an upgrade procedure depending on currently installed
module version when you are migrating from Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x to 1.7.1 or higher.

If you have ORBITVU SUN plugin version 1.0.8 or lowerIf you have ORBITVU SUN plugin version 1.0.8 or lower

1. Disable Orbitvu SUN plugin on modules list.
2. Upgrade Prestashop to the version 1.7.1 or higher.

If you make a fresh installation of Prestashop 1.7.x and want to import old database to theIf you make a fresh installation of Prestashop 1.7.x and want to import old database to the
new Prestashop, please make sure that:new Prestashop, please make sure that:

a)a) in (ps_)module(ps_)module table you have an entry with old plugin, for example:
name: orbitvusunorbitvusun, active: 00, version: 1.0.81.0.8

b)b) you imported old ORBITVU SUN plugin tables together with their data:
(ps_)orbitvu_configuration(ps_)orbitvu_configuration, (ps_)orbitvu_log(ps_)orbitvu_log, (ps_)orbitvu_products_presentations(ps_)orbitvu_products_presentations,
(ps_)orbitvu_products_presentations_history(ps_)orbitvu_products_presentations_history, (ps_)orbitvu_products_presentations_items(ps_)orbitvu_products_presentations_items,
(ps_)orbitvu_products_thumbnails(ps_)orbitvu_products_thumbnails.

c)c) you copied old plugin folder (modules/orbitvusun) to the new Prestashop's module path.

3. Install the new ORBITVU SUN plugin for Prestashop version >= 1.7.1 and go to its
configuration page.

4. Enter the proper license key from your ORBITVU SUN account and save the settings.
5. Above module configuration page you should see "Migration tool". If all necessary

requirements are ok, then click "start migration".
6. Once migration is finished, please go to the product's edit page and check if all

presentations are available and properly linked.
7. If everything is fine, you may uninstall and delete old module.

If you have ORBITVU SUN plugin version 2.0.0 or higherIf you have ORBITVU SUN plugin version 2.0.0 or higher

1. Disable Orbitvu SUN plugin on modules list.
2. Export data (only data) from tables: (ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation(ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation,

(ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation_item(ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation_item, (ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation_history(ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation_history to a sql
file.

3. Upgrade Prestashop to the version 1.7.1 or higher.
4. If you have fresh database and installation of Prestashop 1.7.1, install the new ORBITVU SUN

plugin and go to the step 5.
If not, please uninstall and delete the old plugin and make sure that there are no tables and
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settings related to the old plugin:

a)a) remove tables, if exist: (ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation(ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation,
(ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation_item(ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation_item, (ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation_history(ps_)orbitvu_product_presentation_history

b)b) in (ps_)module(ps_)module table removeremove an entry with old plugin, for example:
name: orbitvusunnorbitvusunn, active: 00, version: 2.0.22.0.2

c)c) install the new ORBITVU SUN plugin.

5. Go to the new ORBITVU SUN plugin configuration page and enter the proper license key
from your ORBITVU SUN account and save the settings.

6. Import data from sql file created in step 2, to the new Prestashop 1.7.1 or higher database.
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Updating pluginUpdating plugin
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Deactivate current version of a module.

2. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

3. Unpack the .zip file
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4. Copy unpacked content into Prestashop's modules folder: "presta_path/modulespresta_path/modules".

4. Login to your Prestashops's back office and go to the "Modules -> Installed modulesModules -> Installed modules". Search
for the "Orbitvu SUN" plugin and activateactivate it (all update tasks will be automatically performed in
the background during activation).
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Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1)Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1)
Orbitvu SELF HOSTED ProductOrbitvu SELF HOSTED Product
TeleportingTeleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1) allows to easily display Orbitvu
Presentations in your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery
to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin displays both native Prestashop imagesnative Prestashop images and Orbitvu presentationsOrbitvu presentations
itemsitems (Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images). It merges original images and
Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Prestashop products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's reference code (the manual linking option also
available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Prestashop images so they are visible by third-party
plugins

 Note! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Prestashop overwrites default frontend productNote! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Prestashop overwrites default frontend product
gallery.gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Prestashop store >= 1.7.1
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-curl, php-zip

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one PrestashopOrbitvu plugins in one Prestashop
instance.instance.

 Please make sure that your max_file_sizemax_file_size and post_max_sizepost_max_size variables in php.ini file are
big enough to upload presentations.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Prestashop. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Prestashop. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

In order to install the Orbitvu plugin for Prestashop, please follow below steps:

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Go to the Prestashop’s Admin Panel "Modules"Modules -> Upload new moduleUpload new module". Select downloaded
zip file from the first step and upload it.
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3. After successful uploading, the module will install automatically.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations to the shopUploading Orbitvu presentations to the shop

Sending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to theSending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shopshop

In order to directly upload Orbitvu presentations you have to copy the "Remote upload url"
from plugin configuration page to the Alphashot Editor.

Open Prestashop's back office and go to the "ModulesModules -> Installed modulesInstalled modules -> Orbitvu SelfOrbitvu Self
HostedHosted -> ConfigureConfigure". Copy the "Remote upload urlRemote upload url".

Open your Alphashot Editor and go to the "Edit -> PreferencesEdit -> Preferences" and in the "Project MangerProject Manger"
section mark "E-commerce siteE-commerce site". Paste the "Remote upload url" and click "Ok". At this point, you
are able to send Orbitvu presentations directly to your shop.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations via back officeUploading Orbitvu presentations via back office

There is also possibility to upload Orbitvu presentations without Alphashot Editor. You need to
have ".ovus" file (compressed Orbitvu presetation file).
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Login to your back office and go to the "CatalogCatalog -> ProductsProducts". Next click on the "Edit" button of
any product.

Go to the "ModulesModules" tab and in "ORBITVU SELF HOSTEDORBITVU SELF HOSTED" plugin click "ConfigureConfigure"

Next, you will find a section where you can upload Orbitvu presentations.
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Click "Choose filesChoose files" and attach chosen Orbitvu presentation (".ovus" file).
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to PrestashopLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Prestashop
productsproducts

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Prestashop product please login to your
Prestashop's back office and go to the "Catalog -> ProductsCatalog -> Products".

On products list the "Image" column is modified. It defines whether the Prestashop product has
linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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Go to the "ModulesModules" tab and in "ORBITVU SELF HOSTEDORBITVU SELF HOSTED" plugin click "ConfigureConfigure".

This view contains the list of uploaded Orbitvu presentations to the shop's server.
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Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.

After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.
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They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".

Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Prestashop images.presentation) to the native Prestashop images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Prestashop images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want
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to avoid "no image" effect on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one
image in native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" section and "no image" effect on frontend products
list.

To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" section.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.
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If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operations (one click linking andBatch operations (one click linking and
synchroniznig)synchroniznig)

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Prestashop products within
one click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Prestashop's productPrestashop's product
reference codereference code and if they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to
the Prestashop product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "ModulesModules -> Installed modulesInstalled modules ->
Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted -> Configure"Configure" and scroll down to the bottom of the page to the section
"Cron jobsCron jobs".

Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
PrestashopPrestashop and number of Orbitvu presentationsnumber of Orbitvu presentations. That is why please check your
"max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.
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After a while, you should receive success info.

Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Prestashop products. To do this, go
to the "CatalogCatalog -> ProductsProducts".

As you can see, above screen shows that Samsung Gear Fit and KIT MAXI 3D presentations have
been automatically linked to the Prestashop products by SKU and reference code match.
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This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you manually modify Orbitvu presentation files on a serever (i.e: SKU change
in "content.xml" file), it is necessary to update Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu
presentation up to date with server files).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all Orbitvu presentations will be
updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Prestashop's back office in "ModulesModules -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted -> ConfigureConfigure" you can manage
plugin settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Remote upload url Url which allows copying Orbitvu
presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shop.

Note! You should copy this url to your
Alphashot Editor to the "Edit -> Preferences -
> Project Manager -> E-commerce site".

Automatic linking Automatically link Orbitvu presentation to
the product by SKU while uploading it from
Alphashot Editor or via back office.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Prestashop images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please read here
about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Add new Viewer Version Upload new Orbitvu Viewer version.

Viewer version Defines the Orbitvu Viewer version used in
front gallery.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Design ->
Image settings'

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Design ->
Image settings'

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Design ->
Image settings'

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Design ->
Image settings'

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position Append,Append, prepend or replaceprepend or replace OrbtvuOrbtvu
presentation itemspresentation items in frontend product
gallery page (to the begin or end of gallery
thumbnail list). The replace option allows
displaying only Orbitvu items when
presentation is linked.

It defines whether to display native
Prestashop images first or Orbitvu
presentations items in frontend product
gallery page.

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1) SELF HOSTED version:Prestashop 1.7.x (>= 1.7.1) SELF HOSTED version:

front office: http://presta17-demo-sh.orbitvu.com

back office: http://presta17-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/admin966udfv9m

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Migrating plugin from Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x toMigrating plugin from Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x to
1.7.1 or higher1.7.1 or higher
There are two different paths of an upgrade procedure depending on currently installed
module version when you are migrating from Prestashop 1.5.x, 1.6.x to 1.7.1 or higher.

If you have ORBITVU SELF HOSTED plugin version 1.2.4 or lowerIf you have ORBITVU SELF HOSTED plugin version 1.2.4 or lower

1. Disable Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin on modules list.
2. Upgrade Prestashop to the version 1.7.1 or higher.

If you make a fresh installation of Prestashop 1.7.x and want to import old database to theIf you make a fresh installation of Prestashop 1.7.x and want to import old database to the
new Prestashop, please make sure that:new Prestashop, please make sure that:

a)a) in (ps_)module(ps_)module table you have an entry with old plugin, for example:
name: orbitvushorbitvush, active: 00, version: 1.2.41.2.4

b)b) you imported old ORBITVU SELF HOSTED plugin tables together with their data:
(ps_)orbitvu_sh_configuration(ps_)orbitvu_sh_configuration, (ps_)orbitvu_sh_log(ps_)orbitvu_sh_log, (ps_)orbitvu_sh_products_presentations(ps_)orbitvu_sh_products_presentations,
(ps_)orbitvu_sh_products_presentations_history(ps_)orbitvu_sh_products_presentations_history,
(ps_)orbitvu_sh_products_presentations_items(ps_)orbitvu_sh_products_presentations_items, (ps_)orbitvu_sh_products_thumbnails(ps_)orbitvu_sh_products_thumbnails.

c)c) you copied old plugin folder (modules/orbitvush) to the new Prestashop's module path.

3. Install the new ORBITVU SELF HOSTED plugin for Prestashop version >= 1.7.1 and go to its
configuration page.

4. Above module configuration page you should see "Migration tool". If all necessary
requirements are ok, then click "start migration".

5. Once migration is finished, please go to the product's edit page and check if all
presentations are available and properly linked.

6. If everything is fine, you may uninstall and delete old module.
7. Don't forget to copy new "Remote upload url" to your Alphashot Editor.

If you have ORBITVU SELF HOSTED plugin version 2.0.0 orIf you have ORBITVU SELF HOSTED plugin version 2.0.0 or
higher:higher:

1. Disable Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin on modules list.
2. Export data (only data) from tables: (ps_)orbitvu_sh_presentation(ps_)orbitvu_sh_presentation,

(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation, (ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation_item(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation_item,
(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation_history(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation_history to a sql file.

3. Make backup of a folder with presentations: "YourPrestaPath/modules/YourPrestaPath/modules/
orbitvushn/_orbitvu_presetationsorbitvushn/_orbitvu_presetations"

4. Upgrade Prestashop to the version 1.7.1 or higher.
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5. If you have fresh database and installation of Prestashop 1.7.1, install the new ORBITVU SELF
HOSTED plugin and go to the step 6.

If not, please uninstall and delete the old plugin and make sure that there are no tables and
settings related to the old plugin:

a)a) remove tables, if exist: (ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation,
(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation_item(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation_item, (ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation_history(ps_)orbitvu_sh_product_presentation_history

b)b) in (ps_)module table remove an entry with old plugin, for example: name: orbitvushnorbitvushn,
active: 00, version: 2.0.22.0.2

c)c) install the new ORBITVU SELF HOSTED plugin.

6. Copy backuped folder from step 3 to "YourPrestaPath/modules/orbitvushn/".
7. Import data from sql file created in step 2, to the new Prestashop 1.7.1 or higher database.
8. Don't forget to copy new "Remote upload url" to your Alphashot Editor.
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Updating pluginUpdating plugin
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Deactivate current version of a module.

2. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

3. Unpack the .zip file
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4. Copy unpacked content into Prestashop's modules folder: "presta_path/modulespresta_path/modules".

4. Login to your Prestashops's back office and go to the "Modules -> Installed modulesModules -> Installed modules". Search
for the "Orbitvu SELF HOSTED" plugin and activateactivate it (all update tasks will be automatically
performed in the background during activation).
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WooCommerce Orbitvu SUNWooCommerce Orbitvu SUN
Product TeleportingProduct Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SUN plugin for Woocommerce allows easily displaying Orbitvu Presentations in your
shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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• Orbittours

• Orbitvu Videos (Youtube or Vimeo)
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Orbitvu SUN plugin displays both native Woocommerce imagesnative Woocommerce images and Orbitvu presentationsOrbitvu presentations
itemsitems (Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images, Orbittours, Orbitvu videos). It merges
original images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SUN plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Woocommerce
products by comparing presentation's SKU with product's SKU (the manual linking option
also available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Woocommerce images so they are visible by third-
party plugins

• automatically or manually updating your Orbitvu SUN presentations SKUs
• synchronizing Orbitvu Presentations with Orbitvu SUN

 Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Woocommerce overwrites default frontend productNote! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Woocommerce overwrites default frontend product
gallery.gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with WooCommerce (>= 3.0.0) store.
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-curl

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in oneOrbitvu plugins in one
WooCommerce instance.WooCommerce instance.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
WooCommerce. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules,
applications and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-
commerce plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
WooCommerce. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules,
applications and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-
commerce plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

There are 2 ways of installing Orbitvu SUN plugin in your Woocommerce.

Manual upload using ftp managerManual upload using ftp manager

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .zip file
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3. Copy unpacked content into Woocommerce's plugins folder: "woocommerce_path/wp-woocommerce_path/wp-
content/pluginscontent/plugins"

4. Login to your Woocommerce's back office and go to the Plugins.Plugins. Search for the "Orbitvu
SUN" plugin and activate it.
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Upload via Woocommerce's back officeUpload via Woocommerce's back office

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Log in to your Woocommerce’s back office and go to the Plugins.Plugins. Click "Add new " which is
placed in the top.
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3. Click the button "Upload pluginUpload plugin". Choose newly downloaded .zip file and click "Install nowInstall now".

4. After successful uploading, the module will appear on a list. Click install and then activate the
plugin.
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Connecting plugin with SUN accountConnecting plugin with SUN account
To use the module, you need ORBITVU SUN account and License KeyLicense Key but there are also Demo
licenses available by default (with limited functionality).

If you want to see the presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account, you have to follow below
steps:

1. Login to your ORBITVU SUN account and go to the "My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations". Copy the
license keylicense key.

2. Login to your Woocommerce's back office and go to the Orbitvu SUN plugin configuration
page: "SettingsSettings -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN". Paste the license keylicense key and save the configuration.
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At this point Orbitvu SUN plugin is connected with your Orbitvu SUN account and you are able
to assign (link) Orbitvu presentations to Woocommerce products.
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to WoocommerceLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Woocommerce
productsproducts

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to the Woocommerce product please login to your
Woocommerce's back office and go to the "Products -> All productsProducts -> All products".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu SUN". It defines whether the Woocommerce
product has linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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There is a new tab "ORBITVU SUNORBITVU SUN" in product data secition which contains the list of Orbitvu
presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images".Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images".

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Woocommerce images.presentation) to the native Woocommerce images. This feature is helpful because sometimes
third party plugins can "see" only native Woocommerce images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if
we want to avoid "no image" effect on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at
least one image in native images.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" section.

We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.
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If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operationsBatch operations

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Woocommerce products
within one click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Woocommerce'sWoocommerce's
product SKUproduct SKU field and if they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned)
to the Woocommerce product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

 Tip! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be edited on your SUN account.
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In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "SettingsSettings -> Orbitvu SUN -> Cron Jobs"Orbitvu SUN -> Cron Jobs".

Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.
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Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
WoocommerceWoocommerce and number of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN accountnumber of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN account. That is
why please check your "max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

After a while, you should receive success info.
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Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Woocommerce products. To do
this, go to the "ProductsProducts -> All productsAll products".

As you can see, above screen shows that Blue diamond, Samsung Gear Fit and Yellow shoe
presentations have been automatically linked to Woocommerce products by SKU match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you make changes on your SUN account for particular Orbitvu presentation
(i.e: SKU change, adding/removing items to/from the Orbitvu presentation), it is necessary to
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update linked (assigned)linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu presentation up to date
with SUN).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all linked Orbitvu presentationsall linked Orbitvu presentations
will be updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Woocommerce's back office in "SettingsSettings -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN" you can manage plugin settings.
They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

License key License key copied from your Orbitvu SUN
account (My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations) in
order to connect Woocommerce with SUN
platform (to display Orbitvu presentations
from your SUN account in a shop).

Note! By default, demo license keydemo license key is
provided with some sample presentations
and limited functionality.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows copying Orbitvu 2D images as original
Woocommerce images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, then one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Show Orbittours Orbittours are visible in frontend product
gallery page.

Show Orbitvu videos Orbitvu Videos are visible in frontend
product gallery page.

Show Youtube related videos Display related youtube videos at the end.

Automatically update empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN

Automatically updates empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN while linking the Orbitvu presentation to
the Woocommerce product.
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Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Prestashop product images
dimensions are configured from 'Preferences
-> Images'
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native WooCommerce product
images dimensions are configured from
'WooCommerce -> Settings -> Product ->
Display'

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native WooCommerce product
images dimensions are configured from
'WooCommerce -> Settings -> Product ->
Display'

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native WooCommerce product
images dimensions are configured from
'WooCommerce -> Settings -> Product ->
Display'

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native
Woocommerce images first or Orbitvu
presentations items in frontend product
gallery page.

The replacereplace option allows displaying only
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Orbitvu items when presentation is linked
(without native Woocommerce images).

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

WooCommerce (>= 3.0.0)WooCommerce (>= 3.0.0):

front office: http://woocommerce-demo.orbitvu.com

back office: http://woocommerce-demo.orbitvu.com/wp-admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Updating pluginUpdating plugin
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Deactivate current version of a module.

2. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

3. Unpack the .zip file
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4. Copy unpacked content into Woocommerce's plugins folder: "woocommerce_path/wp-woocommerce_path/wp-
content/pluginscontent/plugins"

5. Login to your Woocommerce's back office and go to the Plugins.Plugins. Search for the "Orbitvu
SUN" plugin and activate it (all update tasks will be automatically performed in the background
during activation).
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WooCommerce Orbitvu SELFWooCommerce Orbitvu SELF
HOSTED Product TeleportingHOSTED Product Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
WooCommerce. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules,
applications and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-
commerce plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Woocommerce allows easily displaying Orbitvu Presentations
in your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin displays both native Woocommerce imagesnative Woocommerce images and OrbitvuOrbitvu
presentations itemspresentations items (Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations and Orbitvu 2d images). It merges original
images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Woocommerce
products by comparing presentation's SKU with product's SKU (the manual linking option
also available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Woocommerce images so they are visible by third-
party plugins

 Note! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Woocommerce overwrites default frontendNote! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Woocommerce overwrites default frontend
product gallery.product gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with WooCommerce (>= 3.0.0) store.
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-zip, php-curl

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in oneOrbitvu plugins in one
WooCommerce instance.WooCommerce instance.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
WooCommerce. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules,
applications and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-
commerce plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation
There are 2 ways of installing Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin in your Woocommerce shop.

Manual upload using ftp managerManual upload using ftp manager

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Unpack the .zip file
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3. Copy unpacked content into Woocommerce's plugins folder: "woocommerce_path/wp-woocommerce_path/wp-
content/pluginscontent/plugins"

4. Login to your Woocommerce's back office and go to the Plugins.Plugins. Search for the "Orbitvu SELF
HOSTED" plugin and activate it.
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Upload via Woocommerce's back officeUpload via Woocommerce's back office

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Log in to your Woocommerce’s back office and go to the Plugins.Plugins. Click "Add new " which is
placed in the top.
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3. Click the button "Upload pluginUpload plugin". Choose newly downloaded .zip file and click "Install nowInstall now".

4. After successful uploading, the module will appear on a list. Click install and then activate the
plugin.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations to the shopUploading Orbitvu presentations to the shop

Sending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to theSending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shopshop

In order to directly upload Orbitvu presentations you have to copy the "Remote upload url"
from plugin configuration page to the Alphashot Editor.

Open Woocommerce's back office and go to the "SettingsSettings -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted". Copy the
"Remote upload urlRemote upload url".

Open your Alphashot Editor and go to the "Edit -> PreferencesEdit -> Preferences" and in the "Project MangerProject Manger"
section mark "E-commerce siteE-commerce site". Paste the "Remote upload url" and click "Ok". At this point, you
are able to send Orbitvu presentations directly to your shop.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations via back officeUploading Orbitvu presentations via back office

There is also possibility to upload Orbitvu presentations without Alphashot Editor. You need to
have ".ovus" file (compressed Orbitvu presetation file).
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Login to your back office and go to the "ProductsProducts -> All ProductsAll Products". Next click on the "Edit" button
of any product.

Click on the "Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted" tab in Product dataProduct data and at the top you will find a section
where you can upload Orbitvu presentations.

Click "Choose filesChoose files" and attach chosen Orbitvu presentation (".ovus" file).
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to WoocommerceLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Woocommerce
productsproducts

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to the Woocommerce product please login to your
Woocommerce's back office and go to the "Products -> All productsProducts -> All products".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu SH". It defines whether the Woocommerce
product has linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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There is a new tab "ORBITVU SHORBITVU SH" in product data secition which contains the list of Orbitvu
presentations which are uploaded to your shop's server.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images".Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images".

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Woocommerce images.presentation) to the native Woocommerce images. This feature is helpful because sometimes
third party plugins can "see" only native Woocommerce images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if
we want to avoid "no image" effect on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at
least one image in native images.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SH tab and when the operation is finished and you refreshrefresh
the pagethe page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" section.

We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.
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If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operations (one click linking andBatch operations (one click linking and
synchroniznig)synchroniznig)

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Woocommerce products
within one click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Woocommerce'sWoocommerce's
product SKUproduct SKU and if they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to
the Woocommerce product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "SettingsSettings ->Orbitvu SHOrbitvu SH -> Cron jobs"Cron jobs".

Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.
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 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of productsnumber of products and
number of Orbitvu presentationsnumber of Orbitvu presentations in your Woocommere shop. That is why please check
your "max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

After a while, you should receive success info.

Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Woocommerce products. To do
this, go to the "ProductsProducts -> All ProductsAll Products".
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As you can see, above screen shows that Samsung Gear Fit and MAXI 3D KIT presentations have
been automatically linked to the Woocommerce products by SKU match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you manually modify Orbitvu presentation files on a serever (i.e: SKU change
in "content.xml" file), it is necessary to update Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu
presentation up to date with server files).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all Orbitvu presentations will be
updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Woocommerce's back office in "SettingsSettings -> Orbitvu SHOrbitvu SH" you can manage plugin settings. They
are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Remote upload url Url which allows copying Orbitvu
presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shop.

Note! You should copy this url to your
Alphashot Editor to the "Edit -> Preferences -
> Project Manager -> E-commerce site".

Automatic linking [since 1.1.1] Automatically link Orbitvu presentation to
the product by SKU while uploading it from
Alphashot Editor or via back office.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows copying Orbitvu 2D images as original
Woocommerce images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, then one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Add new Viewer Version Upload new Orbitvu Viewer version.

Viewer version Defines the Orbitvu Viewer version used in
front gallery.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native WooCommerce product
images dimensions are configured from
'WooCommerce -> Settings -> Product ->
Display'

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native WooCommerce product
images dimensions are configured from
'WooCommerce -> Settings -> Product ->
Display'

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native WooCommerce product
images dimensions are configured from
'WooCommerce -> Settings -> Product ->
Display'

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native WooCommerce product
images dimensions are configured from
'WooCommerce -> Settings -> Product ->
Display'

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native
Woocommerce images first or Orbitvu
presentations items in frontend product
gallery page.

The replacereplace option allows displaying only
Orbitvu items when presentation is linked
(without native Woocommerce images).
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

WooCommerce (>= 3.0.0)WooCommerce (>= 3.0.0):

front office: http://woocommerce-demo-sh.orbitvu.com

back office: http://woocommerce-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/wp-admin

username: demo

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Updating pluginUpdating plugin
In order to update module to the newest version, please follow this steps:

1. Deactivate current version of a module.

2. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

3. Unpack the .zip file
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4. Copy unpacked content into Woocommerce's plugins folder: "woocommerce_path/wp-woocommerce_path/wp-
content/pluginscontent/plugins"

5. Login to your Woocommerce's back office and go to the Plugins.Plugins. Search for the "Orbitvu Self
Hosted" plugin and activate it (all update tasks will be automatically performed in the
background during activation).
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Shopware (>= 5.2) Orbitvu SUNShopware (>= 5.2) Orbitvu SUN
Product TeleportingProduct Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SUN plugin for Shopware version >= 5.2 allows to easily display Orbitvu Presentations
in your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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• Orbittours

• Orbitvu Videos (Youtube or Vimeo)
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Orbitvu SUN plugin displays both native Shopware imagesnative Shopware images and Orbitvu presentations itemsOrbitvu presentations items
(Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images, Orbittours, Orbitvu videos). It merges
original images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SUN plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Shopware products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's "Item number" (the manual linking option also
available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Shopware images so they are visible by third party
plugins

• automatically or manually updating your Orbitvu SUN presentations SKUs
• synchronizing Orbitvu Presentations with Orbitvu SUN

 Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Shopware overwrites default frontend product gallery.Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Shopware overwrites default frontend product gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Shopware store version >= 5.2
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-curl

 Note! You can't install both SELF HOSTED andNote! You can't install both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins in one ShopwareOrbitvu plugins in one Shopware
instance.instance.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Shopware. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Shopware. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

In order to install the Orbitvu plugin for Shopware, please follow below steps:

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Go to the Shopware’s Admin Panel "Configuration"Configuration -> Plugin managerPlugin manager -> InstalledInstalled". Click
"Upload pluginUpload plugin" and sselect downloaded zip file from the first step and upload it.
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3. After successful uploading, you have to install the plugin

4. The last step is activating the plugin
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Connecting plugin with SUN accountConnecting plugin with SUN account
To use the module, you need ORBITVU SUN account and License KeyLicense Key but there are also Demo
licenses available by default (with limited functionality).

If you want to see the presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account, you have to follow below
steps:

1. Login to your ORBITVU SUN account and go to the "My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations". Copy the
license keylicense key.

2. Login to your Shopware's back office and go to the Orbitvu SUN plugin configuration page:
"ItemsItems -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN". Paste the license keylicense key and save the configuration.
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At this point Orbitvu SUN plugin is connected with your Orbitvu SUN account and you are able
to assign (link) the Orbitvu presentations to Shopware products.
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Shopware productsLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Shopware products

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Shopware product please login to your Shopware's
back office and go to the "Items -> OverviewItems -> Overview".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu SUN". It defines whether the Shopware product
has linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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Go to the "ORBITVU SUN" tab. This view contains the list of Orbitvu presentations from your
Orbitvu SUN account.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Shopware images.presentation) to the native Shopware images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Shopware images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want
to avoid "no image" effect on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one
image in native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" section and "no image" effect on frontend products
list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU SUN tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" section.

We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.
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If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operationsBatch operations

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Shopware products within one
click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Shopware's product "ItemShopware's product "Item
number"number" field and if they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to
the Shopware product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

 Tip! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be edited on your SUN account.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "ItemsItems -> Orbitvu SUN -> Cron jobsOrbitvu SUN -> Cron jobs"..
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Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
ShopwareShopware and number of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN accountnumber of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN account. That is why
please check your "max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

After a while, you should receive success info.
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Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Shopware products. To do this, go
to the "ItemsItems -> OverviewOverview".

As you can see, above screen shows that Samsung Gear Fit, KIT MAXI 3D and Alphashot Micro
presentations have been automatically linked to the Shopware products by SKU and product's
item number match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.
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Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you make changes on your SUN account for particular Orbitvu presentation
(i.e: SKU change, adding/removing items to/from the Orbitvu presentation), it is necessary to
update linked (assigned)linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu presentation up to date
with SUN).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all linked Orbitvu presentationsall linked Orbitvu presentations
will be updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Shopware's back office in "ItemsItems -> Orbitvu SUNOrbitvu SUN" you can manage plugin settings. They are
divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

License key License key copied from your Orbitvu SUN
account (My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations) in
order to connect Shopware with SUN
platform (to display Orbitvu presentations
from your SUN account in a shop).

Note! By default, demo license keydemo license key is
provided with some sample presentations
and limited functionality.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Shopware images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, then one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Show Orbittours Orbittours are visible in the frontend product
gallery page.

Show Orbitvu videos Orbitvu Videos are visible in frontend
product gallery page.

Show Youtube related videos Display related youtube videos at the end.

Automatically update empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN

Automatically updates empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN while linking the Orbitvu presentation to
the Shopware product.
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Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Shopware product images
dimensions are configured from 'Content ->
Media manager -> Artikel -> Album settings'
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Shopware product images
dimensions are configured from 'Content ->
Media manager -> Artikel -> Album settings'

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Shopware product images
dimensions are configured from 'Content ->
Media manager -> Artikel -> Album settings'

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Shopware product images
dimensions are configured from 'Content ->
Media manager -> Artikel -> Album settings'

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native
Shopware images first or Orbitvu
presentations items in frontend product
gallery page.

The replacereplace option allows displaying only
Orbitvu items when presentation is linked
(without native Shopware images).

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Shopware (>= 5.2) SUN version:Shopware (>= 5.2) SUN version:

front office: http://shopware-demo.orbitvu.com

back office: http://shopware-demo.orbitvu.com/backend

username: demo

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Updating pluginUpdating plugin
In order toupdate the Orbitvu plugin for Shopware, please follow below steps:

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Go to the Shopware’s Admin Panel "Configuration"Configuration -> Plugin managerPlugin manager -> InstalledInstalled". Click
"Upload pluginUpload plugin" and sselect downloaded zip file from the first step and upload it.
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3. After successful uploading, you have to click "Update" button

4. If necessary, please clear the shop cache.
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Shopware (>= 5.2) Orbitvu SELFShopware (>= 5.2) Orbitvu SELF
HOSTED Product TeleportingHOSTED Product Teleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Shopware version >= 5.2 allows to easily display Orbitvu
Presentations in your shop. Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery
to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin displays both native Shopware imagesnative Shopware images and Orbitvu presentationsOrbitvu presentations
itemsitems (Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images). It merges original images and
Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SUN plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Prestashop products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's reference code (the manual linking option also
available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Prestashop images so they are visible by third-party
plugins

 Note! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Shopware overwrites default frontend productNote! Orbitvu SELF HOSTED plugin for Shopware overwrites default frontend product
gallery.gallery.
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RequirementsRequirements
• This module works only with Shopware store, version 5.2 or higher
• Min PHP 5.4.x
• Extensions required: php-curl, php-zip

 You can't have both SELF HOSTED andYou can't have both SELF HOSTED and SUNSUN Orbitvu plugins installed in one ShopwareOrbitvu plugins installed in one Shopware
instance.instance.

 Please make sure that your max_file_sizemax_file_size and post_max_sizepost_max_size variables in php.ini file are
big enough to upload presentations.

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Shopware. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of
Shopware. Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications
and other modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce
plugin is installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support. In
case you purchased a self-hosted plugin which is not compatible with your specific
configuration please contact us to receive a refund.

In order to install the Orbitvu plugin for Shopware, please follow below steps:

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Go to the Shopware’s Admin Panel "Configuration"Configuration -> Plugin managerPlugin manager -> InstalledInstalled". Click
"Upload pluginUpload plugin" and sselect downloaded zip file from the first step and upload it.
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3. After successful uploading, you have to install the plugin

4. The last step is activating the plugin
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations to the shopUploading Orbitvu presentations to the shop

Sending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to theSending Orbitvu presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shopshop

In order to directly upload Orbitvu presentations you have to copy the "Remote upload url"
from plugin configuration page to the Alphashot Editor.

Open Shopware's back office and go to the "ItemsItems -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted -> GeneralGeneral". Copy the
"Remote upload urlRemote upload url".

Open your Alphashot Editor and go to the "Edit -> PreferencesEdit -> Preferences" and in the "Project MangerProject Manger"
section mark "E-commerce siteE-commerce site". Paste the "Remote upload url" and click "Ok". At this point, you
are able to send Orbitvu presentations directly to your shop.
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Uploading Orbitvu presentations via back officeUploading Orbitvu presentations via back office

There is also possibility to upload Orbitvu presentations without Alphashot Editor. You need to
have ".ovus" file (compressed Orbitvu presetation file).
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Login to your back office and go to the "ItemsItems -> OverviewOverview". Next click on the "Edit" button of
any product.

Go to the "Orbitvu SELF HOSTEDOrbitvu SELF HOSTED" tab where you will find a section where you can upload
Orbitvu presentations.

Click "Choose filesChoose files" and attach chosen Orbitvu presentation (".ovus" file).
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Shopware productsLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Shopware products

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Shopware product please login to your Shopware's
back office and go to the "Items -> OverviewItems -> Overview".

On products list there is a new column "Orbitvu". It defines whether the Shopware product has
linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation or not.

 If the "Orbitvu" column is not visible, you have to enable it in columns view manager.

Go to the product edition simply by clicking "EditEdit" on a chosen product.
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Go to the "ORBITVU Self Hosted" tab. This view contains the list of Orbitvu presentations
uploaded to your shop.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After succesfull linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Shopware images.presentation) to the native Shopware images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party plugins can "see" only native Shopware images (like ebay plugin). Additionaly, if we want
to avoid "no image" effect on frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one
image in native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" section and "no image" effect on frontend products
list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on chosen item in ORBITVU Self Hosted tab and when the operation is finished and you
refresh the pagerefresh the page, the image will immediately appear in native "Images" section.

We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.
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If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operationsBatch operations

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Shopware products within one
click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Shopware's product "ItemShopware's product "Item
number"number" field and if they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to
the Shopware product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "ItemsItems -> Orbitvu Self Hosted-> CronOrbitvu Self Hosted-> Cron
jobsjobs"..

Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.
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Let's execute "Auto linking" script.

 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products innumber of products in
ShopwareShopware and number of Orbitvu presentationsnumber of Orbitvu presentations. That is why please check your
"max_execution_timemax_execution_time" server setting to avoid errors.

After a while, you should receive success info.
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Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Shopware products. To do this, go
to the "ItemsItems -> OverviewOverview".

As you can see, above screen shows that Samsung Gear Fit and KIT MAXI 3D presentations have
been automatically linked to the Shopware products by SKU and product's item number match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

 Tip! You can add "Auto linking" url to your server CRON jobs to avoid manual executing
the script.
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Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you manually modify Orbitvu presentation files on a serever (i.e: SKU change
in "content.xml" file), it is necessary to update Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu
presentation up to date with server files).

To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all linked Orbitvu presentationsall linked Orbitvu presentations
will be updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Shopware's back office in "ItemsItems -> Orbitvu Self HostedOrbitvu Self Hosted" you can manage plugin settings.
They are divided into sections in order to easier find the proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Remote upload url Url which allows copying Orbitvu
presentations from Alphashot Editor to the
shop.

Note! You should copy this url to your
Alphashot Editor to the "Edit -> Preferences -
> Project Manager -> E-commerce site".

Automatic linking Automatically link Orbitvu presentation to
the product by SKU while uploading it from
Alphashot Editor or via back office.

Multi linking Allows linking (assigning) multiple Orbitvu
presentations to the product.

Images 2D copy settings Allows copying Orbitvu 2D images as original
Shopware images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, then one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please
read here about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Add new Viewer Version Upload new Orbitvu Viewer version.

Viewer version Defines the Orbitvu Viewer version used in
front gallery.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

HTML5 or Flash mode Defines the Orbitvu Viewer working mode.

Language Defines the Orbitvu Viewer gui language.

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Front gallery image dimensionsFront gallery image dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Shopware product images
dimensions are configured from 'Content ->
Media manager -> Artikel -> Album settings'

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Shopware product images
dimensions are configured from 'Content ->
Media manager -> Artikel -> Album settings'

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Shopware product images
dimensions are configured from 'Content ->
Media manager -> Artikel -> Album settings'

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Note! This option affects only Orbitvu 2D
images. Native Shopware product images
dimensions are configured from 'Content ->
Media manager -> Artikel -> Album settings'

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native
Shopware images first or Orbitvu
presentations items in frontend product
gallery page.

The replacereplace option allows displaying only
Orbitvu items when presentation is linked
(without native Shopware images).

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.

Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Shopware (>= 5.2) SELF HOSTED version:Shopware (>= 5.2) SELF HOSTED version:

front office: http://shopware-demo-sh.orbitvu.com

back office: http://shopware-demo-sh.orbitvu.com/backend

username: demo

password: demodemo0

 Note! Shop data is reset every 24 hours.
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Updating pluginUpdating plugin
In order toupdate the Orbitvu plugin for Shopware, please follow below steps:

1. Download the .zip file from your ORBITVU SUN account

2. Go to the Shopware’s Admin Panel "Configuration"Configuration -> Plugin managerPlugin manager -> InstalledInstalled". Click
"Upload pluginUpload plugin" and sselect downloaded zip file from the first step and upload it.
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3. After successful uploading, you have to click "Update" button

4. If necessary, please clear the shop cache.
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Shopify SUN ProductShopify SUN Product
TeleportingTeleporting
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IntroductionIntroduction
Orbitvu SUN plugin for Shopify allows to easily display Orbitvu Presentations in your shop.
Thanks to the plugin you can extend your frontend product gallery to:

• Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations

• Orbitvu 2d images
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• Orbittours

• Orbitvu Videos (Youtube or Vimeo)
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Orbitvu SUN plugin displays both native Shopify imagesnative Shopify images and Orbitvu presentations itemsOrbitvu presentations items
(Orbitvu 360°/3D presentations, Orbitvu 2d images, Orbittours, Orbitvu videos). It merges
original images and Orbitvu items.

Orbitvu SUN plugin provides a lot of helpful frontend features like:
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• integrated lightbox with colorized background
• zoom magnifier
• showing/hiding and reordering Orbitvu Presentation's items in the product gallery
• fully responsive (mobile ready) product gallery

It helps also in backend tasks thanks to:

• automatic (one click) linking/assigning Orbitvu Presentations with/to Shopify products by
comparing presentation's SKU with product's SKU (the manual linking option also available).

• copying Orbitvu 2D images to the native Shopify images so they are visible by third party
plugins

• automatically or manually updating your Orbitvu SUN presentations SKUs
• synchronizing Orbitvu Presentations with Orbitvu SUN

 Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Shopify overwrites default frontend product gallery.Note! Orbitvu SUN plugin for Shopify overwrites default frontend product gallery.
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InstallationInstallation

 E-commerce plugins are tested and work properly with basic configuration of Shopify.
Due to possible modifications via external plugins, modules, applications and other
modifications of a specific e-commerce site, where Orbitvu e-commerce plugin is
installed, Orbitvu cannot guarantee proper operation of a plugin in
every configuration. For that reason e-commerce plugins are supplied as is with a basic
support which consists of bug reporting. Orbitvu will do its best to fix bugs, provided
they can be replicated on Orbitvu test installations. Orbitvu provides extra paid
support which includes adaptation of a plugin to your specific e-commerce site
configuration. Contact sales@orbitvu.com for more details regarding paid support.

In order to install ORBITVU SUN PRODUCT TELEPORTING plugin for your Shopify store please
follow below steps.

1. Login to your ORBITVU SUN account (https://orbitvu.co) and go to the "My products ->
Integrations".

2. Type your myshopify shop namemyshopify shop name (yourshopnameyourshopname.myshopify.com) and click install.

3. You will be prompted about the installation process. Click "Continue".
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3. The Orbitvu plugin needs some permissions for proper working. Please accept the request
and click "Install app".

3. After successful installation, you will be redirected to your shop's back office. At this point thethe
plugin is installed in the demo modeplugin is installed in the demo mode in your store. Read the guideline how to connect Orbitvu
Shopify plugin with your Orbitvu SUN account.

 In order to have fully working Orbitvu plugin in your Shopify store, you have to
perform some additional actions:
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1. Read the guideline how to prepare frontend product gallery for displaying Orbitvu
items (Orbitvu 360°/3D spins, Orbitvu 2D images, Orbitvu videos and Orbittours).

2. Read the guideline how to connect Orbitvu Shopify plugin with your Orbitvu SUN
account.
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Connecting plugin with SUN accountConnecting plugin with SUN account
To use the plugin, you need ORBITVU SUN account and License KeyLicense Key but there is also Demo
license available by default (with limited functionality).

If you want to see the presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account, you have to follow below
steps:

1. Login to your ORBITVU SUN account and go to the "My productsMy products -> IntegrationsIntegrations". Copy the
license keylicense key.

2. Login to your Shopify's admin panel and go to the Orbitvu SUN plugin configuration page:
"AppsApps -> ORBITVU SUN PRODUCT TELEPORTINGORBITVU SUN PRODUCT TELEPORTING -> SettingsSettings". Paste the license keylicense key and save the
configuration.
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At this point Orbitvu SUN plugin is connected with your Orbitvu SUN account and you are able
to assign (link) the Orbitvu presentations to Shopify products.
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Preparing frontend product gallery forPreparing frontend product gallery for
displaying 360°/3D spinsdisplaying 360°/3D spins
You have to modify your frontend product template file in order to display assigned Orbitvu
presentations to your products. This modification requires some knowledge of HTML.

Creating a backup fileCreating a backup file

1. Go to your store's admin panel: "Sales ChannelSales Channel -> Online storeOnline store -> ThemesThemes". In the current
theme click "ActionsActions -> Edit codeEdit code".

2. Pick a file "product-template.liquidproduct-template.liquid" from the sidebar in the "SectionsSections" folder. Let's first createLet's first create
a backup of this file.a backup of this file. Select all the content and copy it.
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3. On the left side panel under the "SectionsSections" folder, click "Add a new sectionAdd a new section". Call it "product-
template-bk.liquid" and click "Create sectionCreate section".

4. In the newly created file, remove all the default content and paste the code from the
"product-template.liquidproduct-template.liquid".
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5. Save the file. At this point we have a backuphave a backup so if something goes wrong with modification of
our source product template file, we can always copy back the content from the backup.
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Modyfing frontend product gallery template fileModyfing frontend product gallery template file

 Please note that below example is based on the default "DebutDebut" theme files. The
source code may vary depending theme installed in your store.

1. On the left sidebar under the "SectionsSections" folder click "product-template.liquidproduct-template.liquid". Copy below
Orbtivu snippet code.

{% include 'orbitvu-gallery' %}

2. Remove everything between lines 35 and 97 and paste the Orbitvu snippet code. The source
should look like on the screenshot below. When you are sure that everything is properly
modified, then click "Save".

3. Go to your frontend store and open any product page to test if gallery works as expected.
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The next guide will show you how to assign (link) Orbitvu presentations to Shopify products
and display 360°/3D spins.
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UsageUsage

Linking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Shopify productsLinking (assigning) Orbitvu presentations to Shopify products

In order to link the Orbitvu presentation to Shopify product please login to your store's back
office and go to the "AppsApps -> ORBITVU SUN PRODUCT TELEPORTINGORBITVU SUN PRODUCT TELEPORTING".

There is a products list with some product information columns. You will notice also "LinkedLinked
Orbitvu PresentationOrbitvu Presentation" column which defines whether the Shopify product has linked (assigned)
Orbitvu presentation or not.

Click on the chosen product you want to link with Orbitvu presentation.
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There is list of Orbitvu presentations from your Orbitvu SUN account you can assign to the
product.

Simply click "LinkLink" button on the chosen Orbitvu presentation and it will be assigned to the
current product.
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After successful linking the Orbitvu presentation you can see all the items.

They automatically appear also in frontend product page.
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Changing Orbitvu presentation items orderChanging Orbitvu presentation items order

If you want to change the order of Orbitvu presentation items, simply click on "move" icon on a
chosen item and use "drag and drop".
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Deactivating Orbitvu presentation itemsDeactivating Orbitvu presentation items

You may also deactivate chosen Orbitvu presentation items, so they are not visible in frontend
product page. To do this, click on the "Deactivate icon".
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Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.Copying Orbitvu images to the native "Images" tab.

The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360The Orbitvu plugin allows to easily copy Orbitvu 2d image (or one frame from Orbitvu 360
presentation) to the native Shopify images.presentation) to the native Shopify images. This feature is helpful because sometimes third
party apps can "see" only native Shopify images. Additionally, if we want to avoid "no image" on
frontend products list page, it's always good to have at least one image in native images tab.

Below screens show empty native "Images" tab and "no image" effect on frontend products list.
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To avoid above issue, please click "Copy to original imagesCopy to original images" or "Copy one frame to originalCopy one frame to original
imagesimages" on the chosen item and when the operation is finished, the image will immediately
appear in native "Images" tab.
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We also get rid of "no image" effect in frontend products list.
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If the copied Orbitvu item was a 2d image, it will be automatically deactivated to avoid
duplicates on frontend product page.
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Batch operations (one click linking andBatch operations (one click linking and
synchroniznig)synchroniznig)

One click (automatic) linkingOne click (automatic) linking

It is possible to link (assign) many Orbitvu presentations to many Shopify products within one
click. The algorithm comparescompares Orbitvu Presentation's SKUOrbitvu Presentation's SKU with Shopify's product SKUShopify's product SKU and if
they match, the Orbitvu presentation is automatically linked (assigned) to the Shopify product.
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 Note! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be given in AS Editor during project creation.

 Tip! Orbitvu presentation's SKU can be edited on your SUN account.

In order to execute "Auto linking" script please go to the "Products"Products" tab in ORBITVU app. Above
the products grid there are two buttons for batch operations.
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Before executing "Auto linking" script, let's see which products have assigned Orbitvu
presentations.

Let's execute "Auto linking" script.
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 Note! This script may consume a lot of timmay consume a lot of time depending number of products in Shopifynumber of products in Shopify
shopshop and number of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN accountnumber of Orbitvu presentations on your SUN account.

After a while, you should receive success info.
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Let's check if any Orbitvu presentations have been linked to Shopify products.

As you can see, above screen shows that Gino Rossi, Kit Maxi 3d and Alphashot 360
presentations have been automatically linked to Shopify products by SKU match.

This feature saves a lot of time because we don't have to manually product by product assign
Orbitvu presentations.

Auto synchronizingAuto synchronizing

Sometimes when you make changes on your SUN account for particular Orbitvu presentation
(i.e: SKU change, adding/removing items to/from the Orbitvu presentation), it is necessary to
update linked (assigned)linked (assigned) Orbitvu presentation in a shop (keep Orbitvu presentation up to date
with SUN).
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To do this, we should execute "Auto synchronizing" script and all linked Orbitvu presentationsall linked Orbitvu presentations
will be updated.
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Plugin settingsPlugin settings
In Shopify's back office in "AppsApps -> ORBITVU SUN PRODUCT TELEPORTINGORBITVU SUN PRODUCT TELEPORTING -> SettingsSettings" you can
manage plugin settings. They are divided into sections in order to easier find proper option.

GeneralGeneral

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

License key License key copied from your Orbitvu SUN
account (My products -> IntegrationsMy products -> Integrations) in
order to connect Shopify shop with SUN
platform (to display Orbitvu presentations
from your SUN account in a shop).

Note! By default, demo license keydemo license key is
provided with some sample presentations
and limited functionality.

Images 2D copy settings Allows to copy Orbitvu 2D images as original
Shopify images while linking the
presentation. If Orbitvu Presentation doesn't
contain any 2d Images, than one frame from
360° presentation is copied. Please read here
about native Images tab.

Show Orbitvu 2d images Orbitvu 2D images are visible in front gallery

Show Orbitvu 360° presentations 360° Orbitvu presentations are visible in
frontend product gallery page.

Show Orbittours Orbittours are visible in frontend product
gallery page.

Show Orbitvu videos Orbitvu Videos are visible in frontend
product gallery page.

Show Youtube related videos Display related youtube videos at the end.

Automatically update empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN

Automatically updates empty SKU on Orbitvu
SUN while linking the Orbitvu presentation to
the Shopify product.
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Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)Orbitvu Viewer (360° player settings)

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

GUI buttons style Defines the Orbitvu Viewer buttons style.
Read more here.

Orbitvu 360° Presentation teaser Defines the Orbitvu Viewer teaser. Read
more here.

Orbittour views visibility Defines the Orbittour thumbnails position.
Read more here.

Viewer preload width Forces initial image preload width. By default
initially loaded images fit container size and
while zooming in larger images are loaded.
With this option, you can load bigger images
immediately (default 0).

Viewer preload height Forces initial image preload height (default
0).

Viewer mousewheel Enables or disable presentation zoom on the
mouse wheel.

Auto rotation speed Auto rotation speed [frames/sec]

Image dimensionsImage dimensions

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Keep original image sizes in zoom/lightbox. If enabled, 'Zoom/lightbox image width' and
'Zoom/lightbox image height' are ignored.

Zoom/lightbox image width Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
width.

Zoom/lightbox image height Defines zoom magnifier and lightbox image
height.

Medium image width Defines medium image width.

Medium image height Defines medium image height.

Thumbnails width Defines thumbnail images width.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbnails height Defines thumbnail images height.

GalleryGallery

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Thumbs position AppendAppend or prependprepend Orbtvu presentationOrbtvu presentation
itemsitems in frontend product gallery page (to the
begin or end of gallery thumbnail list).

It defines whether to display native Shopify
images first or Orbitvu presentations items in
frontend product gallery page.

Enable thumbnails scroll If enabled, thumbnails are scrollable (added
prev/next buttons). If disabled, thumbnails
are displayed one after another without
scroll.

Gallery width Defines the width of the frontend product
gallery.

Main image proportions Defines the proportions of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image border color Defines the border color of a div which
contains the main image.

Main image padding Defines the main image internal margin.

Thumbnails margin Defines the margin between thumbnails.

Thumbnails hover delay (ms) Delay in milliseconds after hovering
thumbnail in order to change the main
image.

Button prev/next width Defines button prev/next width. Min: 24px.

Button prev/next height Defines button prev/next height. Min: 30px.
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Zoom MagnifierZoom Magnifier

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Zoom Magnifier enabled Show zoomed image after hovering the main
image.

Display lenses After hovering the main image, lenses are
shown in a square. If disabled, no lenses are
shown.

Lenses border color Defines lenses border color. Type
'transparent' if no border.

Lenses box shadow Defines lenses box shadow. Type 'none' if no
box shadow.

Main image opacity Defines the opacity of the main image when
hovered. Type '1', if no opacity.

Zoomed image border color Defines border color of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no border.

Zoomed image box shadow Defines box shadow of the zoomed image.
Type 'transparent' if no box shadow.

Zoomed image background Defines background of the zoomed image.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in zoom magnifier won't be bigger
than 'Max zoom width' and 'Max zoom
height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for zoom magnifier
image. For example: '1500px'

LightboxLightbox

Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox enabled Display photos in lightbox mode after clicking
the main image.
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Option nameOption name DescriptionDescription

Lightbox image proportions Defines lightbox image proportions (default:
4/3).

Lightbox colorized background Lightbox background is colorized based on
image colors.

Lightbox thumbnails Display thumbnails in lightbox mode.

Lightbox buttons shadow Shadow under button after hover.

Enable max zoom If max zoom is enabled then the zoomed
image in lightbox won't be bigger than 'Max
zoom width' and 'Max zoom height'.

Max zoom width Defines max zoom width for lightbox image.
For example: '1800px'.

Max zoom height Defines max zoom height for lightbox image.
For example: '1500px'.
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Live demo shopLive demo shop
You can test our plugin in a demo shop and login to the back office with credentials given
below.

Shopify SUN version:Shopify SUN version:

front office: https://shopify-demo.orbitvu.com/

back office: https://shopify-demo.orbitvu.com/admin

username: demo@orbitvu.com

password: demodemo0
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